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Abstract 
In this thesis, we propose a new language-independent representation of adhoc con-
straints, called a box constraint collection. Using constructive disjunction, this rep-
resentation achieves domain consistency. We develop an algorithm, bccFinder, 
to automatically generate a box constraint collection for a given adhoc constraint, 
which is guaranteed to be complete and correct, and achieve domain consistency. 
The constructive disjunction propagator for the box constraint collection can be ef-
ficiently implemented using indexicals. We prove the correctness and completeness 
of the indexicals generated by our compilation scheme. We describe in details how 
the indexicals can be simplified to improve the execution performance of the box 
constraint collection. Experiments show that our representation is simple, compact, 
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Many difficult combinatorial problems such as planning, scheduling and resource 
allocation can be formulated as constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) [30, 36]. 
Informally speaking, a CSP consists of a set of constraints over a set of variables, 
where each variable can only take values from its domain which is a set of inte-
gers. Solving a CSP requires finding a value for each variable from its domain so 
that every constraint is satisfied. Backtracking search [14’ 22, 26’ 32] is a common 
technique for solving CSPs. During backtracking search, a search tree is incremen-
tally constructed to explore the (complete) search space. Backtracking occurs when 
the current branch leads to no solution. Since CSPs are NP-complete [20] in gen-
eral, solving a CSP with backtracking search in worst case takes exponential time 
to the search space. Consistency techniques are often incorporated into backtrack-
ing search [12，27，28, 34] to reduce the search space. When a variable has been 
assigned, consistency algorithm is executed to reduce the domains of other unas-
signed variables, by means of constraint propagation. Intuitively, a propagation is 
strong (weak) if the consistency algorithm can remove many (few) non-solutions 
from the search space. 
Real-life constraints can be difficult to describe in symbolic expressions, or pro-
vide very weak propagation from their symbolic representation. As a result, they 
are sometimes represented in form of the sets of solutions or sets of nogoods. This 
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adhoc representation provides strong propagation through domain consistency tech-
niques. This representation, however, is expensive in terms of memory and com-
putation, especially when the adhoc constraint is large. Recently, different frame-
works have been proposed for building less expensive propagators for adhoc con-
straints automatically by means of constraint handling rules [4，9，24’ 33], global 
constraints [3, 10, 11], and indexical language [21]. 
In this thesis, we propose a new representation scheme for adhoc constraints: 
the box constraint collection [18’ 19]. The idea is to break up an adhoc constraint 
into pieces and cover these pieces using box constraints as tiles. Our box constraint 
collection is different from other approaches in two aspects. First, a box constraint 
collection is merely a disjunctive constraint and thus can be compiled into indexicals 
which implement constraints. Second, with the aid of constructive disjunction and a 
suitable choice of box constraints such as linear inequalities, this new representation 
enforces domain consistency. 
We develop an algorithm, bccFinder, that automatically generates a box con-
straint collection for an adhoc constraint. There are two types of box constraints, 
namely triangles (linear inequality constraints) and rectangular boxes. The algo-
rithm repeatedly generates box constraints to cover the solution space of the input 
adhoc constraint until all of them have been covered. The output representation is 
guaranteed to be complete, correct, and enforce domain consistency. 
Indexicals [16’ 17，37] provide a flexible and yet efficient mean to specify the 
propagators of a constraint. Hence, we suggest a compilation scheme which gen-
erates efficient indexicals for box constraint collections. We also propose several 
optimization techniques. Experiments confirm the compactness of our representa-
tion and efficiency in propagation. 
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we give an 
introduction on constraint satisfaction problems and propagation based constraint 
solving. We also review different techniques in handling disjunctive constraints. 
In Chapter 3，we present the idea of box constraints and illustrate how an adhoc 
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constraint can be represented as a collection of box constraints. In Chapter 4, we 
describe the bccFinder algorithm which greedily covers the solutions of an adhoc 
constraint with box constraints as tiles. We propose two heuristics for reducing the 
number of output box constraints. In Chapter 5, we explain how a box constraint 
collection can be compiled into SICStus Prolog [3] indexicals. We first introduce 
the SICStus Prolog's indexical language. Next, we propose a basic scheme for 
compiling a collection of box constraints into indexicals. Then, we present an op-
timization procedure which simplifies the indexicals. Finally, we describe a hybrid 
approach which represents a box constraint collection with both indexicals and the 
SICStus Prolog built-in c a s e [3’ 11] global constraint. In Chapter 6, we evaluate 
the computation performance of different implementations of box constraint col-
lections. In Chapter 7, we review different approaches in automatic generation of 
efficient representation (and implementation) of adhoc constraints. We summarize 




This chapter introduces the background of constraint satisfaction problems. We 
provide definitions on propagation based constraint solving, and review different 
techniques in handling disjunctions. 
2.1 Propagation Based Constraint Solving 
In this section, we give our terminology for constraint satisfaction problems and 
propagation based constraint solving. 
2.1.1 Valuations, Domains and Constraints 
An integer valuation ^ is a mapping of variables to integer values, written {^i i-> 
c?i,... ^Xn ^ dn}. We extend the valuation 9 to map expressions and constraints 
involving the variables in the natural way. We sometimes treat a valuation 9 = 
{xi H-)' di,... ,Xn I-)- dn} as the constraint Xi = di A A Xn = dn. Let vars 
be the function that returns the set of (free) variables appearing in a constraint or 
valuation. 
A domain D is a complete mapping from a fixed (countable) set of variables V 
to finite sets of integers. A false domain D is a domain with D{x) = 0 for some 
X. We denote minD(x) and maxD(x) as the minimum and maximum elements in 
D(x) respectively. The intersection of two domains Di and D2, denoted as Di 门/^之， 
4 
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is defined by the domain Dz(x) = 工)for all A domain Di is stronger 
than (equal to) a domain D2 with respect to variables V, denoted Di Cy D2 (resp. 
Di D2),ifDi{X) C D2{X) (resp. Di(x) = D2(X))for SLWX G V. 
In an abuse of notation, we define a valuation 6 to be an element of a (non-false) 
domain D, written 6 e D, if 6(xi) G D{xi) for all Xi e vars(6). 
We are also interested in the notion of an initial domain, denoted by Dinit. The 
initial domain gives the initial values possible for each variable. In effect an initial 
domain allows us to restrict attention to domains D such that D C Dinit. 
A constraint c over variables a^i,..., Xn, written as c(a:i , . . . , Xn), restricts the 
values that each variable Xi can take simultaneously. Each variable Xi is a place-
holder in c. We are interested in whether or not we can substitute these variables 
with some values without violating the restriction by c. For instance, the constraint 
X ^ y requires that the variables x and y should only take values that are different 
from each other, say 3 and 4. An adhoc constraint . . . , Xn) is defined exten-
sionally as a set of valuations 9 over the variables xi,... , W e say 6 G c is a 
solution of c. For any valuation 0 on variables a；!,.. , Xn, with ^ ^ c, we call 6 a 
nogood of c. A valuation 6 satisfies the constraint c if 0 is a solution of c. Otherwise, 
0 violates c. 
Often we define constraints intensionally using some well understood mathe-
matical syntax. For an intensionally defined constraint c we have that 0 G c iff 
vars(6) = vars{c) A Z \=e c, where Z is the set of integers. For example the con-
straint xi = X2-\-l where Dinit(xi) 二 Dinit(a^2) = {1,2,3} defines the solution set 
{{a：! 2^x2 H- 1}, {a；! t-> 3, X2 2}}. . 
Two constraints ci and C2 are equivalent to each other, denoted by ci = C2, if 
they define the same set of solutions. 
Given two constraints ci and C2, ci implies C2, denoted by ci — C2, if the solu-
tions of ci is a subset of the solutions of C2. 
We denote a (constraint) store cr as a conjunction of constraints added to the 
constraint solver, and c�a constraint c in a. 
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A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [30，36] consists of a set of constraints 
{ c i , . . . , Ck} over a set of variables {:ri，..., Xn}, where each variable Xi can only 
take values from its domain Dinit{xi), a set of integers. Solving a CSP requires 
finding a value for each variable from its domain so that all constraints are satisfied. 
2.1.2 Solving a CSP 
Local search and backtracking search [14，22，26’ 32] and are two mainstream ap-
proaches to solve a CSP. In local search, we start with a random complete valuation 
of the CSP. A valuation is a complete valuation if every variable in the CSP is as-
signed with some value in the variable's domain. Otherwise it is a partial valuation. 
Then, we apply hill-climbing technique to alter the valuations incrementally until 
a solution is found. Sometimes we are trapped in a local optima when we cannot 
proceed towards the solution by alternating the valuations. We can escape from a 
local optima by randomly "jumping" to another complete valuation or changing the 
landscape of the search space. Local search algorithms are incomplete in a sense 
that they are not guaranteed to find a solution even if solution(s) exist. 
In backtracking search [14，22’ 26, 32], all variables in the CSP are initially 
unassigned. We incrementally extend the partial valuation by choosing an unas-
signed variable and assigning the variable with one of its domain value. If this new 
(partial) valuation violates any constraints in the CSP, we backtrack and try another 
assignment to the variable. If there is no more assignment to try, we backtrack to 
the previously chosen variable and try another assignment of that variable. If there 
is no more variable to backtrack, we prove that the CSP has no solution. This pro-
cess is repeated until a solution has been found, or no solution has been proven. 
Backtracking search is therefore sound and complete. 
Figure 2.1 gives the pseudo-code of the (fundamental) backtracking search al-
gorithm [30], bt_solv. Let C be the set of constraints in a CSP. Initially, 6> = 0. 
The bt_SOlv algorithm returns true when a solution 0 of the CSP is found, or false 
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bt_S0lv(C’L>—’没） 
begin 
if varsiC) = 0 then 
return partiaLsatisfiable(C) 
else 
choose X G vars[C) 
foreach d G Dinit(x) do 
O:=0U{x^d} 
C := C with all X replaced by d 
if partiaLsatisfiable(C') then 
if bX.so\y(C',Dinit,0) then 




Figure 2.1: Pseudo-code of bt_solv 
when there is no solution. Figure 2.2 gives the pseudo-code of partiaLsatisfiable 
which returns false when the (partial) valuation 9 violates some constraints in C. 
Otherwise, it returns true. 
2.1.3 Propagators 
In propagation based solving [35] each constraint is represented by one or more 
propagators. A propagator / is a closed and monotonically decreasing function 
from domains to domains, i.e. f(D) • D, and Di C D2 / ( D i ) • •/(D2). A 
propagator f is correct for constraint c iff for all domains D 
{eeD\dec} = {Oe f(D) \Oec} 
This is a weak restriction; for example the identity propagator is correct for all 
constraints c. 
A propagation solver for a set of propagators F and current domain D, solv(F, D), 
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partiaLsatisfiable(C) 
begin 
foreach c e C do 
if vars(c) = 0 then 
if c is unsatisfiable then 
L return false 
return true 
end 
Figure 2.2: Pseudo-code of partiaLsatisfiable 
repeatedly applies all the propagators in F starting from domain D until there is no 
further change in resulting domain. In other words, solv[F, D) returns a new do-
main defined by 
iter(F, D) = • f(D) 
feF 
solv{F,D) = gfp(Xd.iter(F,d))(D). 
where gfp denotes the greatest fixpoint with respect to C lifted to functions. 
We say a set of propagators Fi is stronger than a set of propagators F2, written 
丨' Fi�F2, if solv[Fu D) C soIv{F2, D) for all domains D C An" . 
We say a set of propagators Fi is equivalent to a set of propagators F2’ written 
Fi ^ F2, if solv(Fi, D) = soIv{F2, D) for all domains D C D—. • 
2.1.4 Domain Consistency 
A domain D is domain consistent (or generalized arc consistent [13]) for a con-
straint c if D is the intersection of all possible domains containing all integer so-
lutions 0 e D of c. In other words, there does not exist D' \z D such that 
Q �f \ d 6 c � G� . 
A set of propagators F maintains domain consistency for a constraint c, if 
solv{F, D) is always domain consistent for c. 
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Define the domain consistency propagator for a constraint c, dom[c), as follows 
dom[c)[D)[x) = {6'(a;) vars{c) 
dom{c)[D)[x) = D(x)^x ^ vars[c) 
Example 2.1 Consider the constraint c 三 = 3a:2 + 5a:3. With the domain 
D(xi) = {2,3,4,5,6,7}, D � = { 0 , 1 , 2 } , and ^(xa) = { - 1 , 0 , 1 , 2 } . The solu-
tions of c in D are 9i = ^ 1,0:3 0}, 62 = {xi 5,0:2 0’ 
1}, and 63 = {a；! 6,0：2 2,2:3 i-^ 0}. Hence, D' 二 solv{{dom{c)}, D) is such 
that D'{xi) = {3,5,6}’ D'{x2) = {0,1,2}, and "(0:3) = {0,1}. • 
2.1.5 Bounds Consistency 
A domain D is bounds consistent for a constraint c and a variable Xi with vars(c)= 
{xi,... , if for each di G {minD(xi),maxD(xi)} there exist real numbers rj 
with minD(xj) < r j < maxD(xj), 1 < j ^ i < n such that {a^ i ri,...，Xi-i 
ri_i,Xi r i+ i , . . . , Xn ^ Tn} is a real solution of c. 
A domain D is bounds consistent for a constraint c, if it is bounds consistent for 
c and each x G vars(c). 
A set of propagators F maintains bounds consistency for a constraint c, if solv[F, D) 
is always bounds consistent for c. 
Example 2.2 Consider the same constraint c and domain D as in Example 2.1. The 
propagators that maintain bounds consistency for c and the variables xi, x^ and X3 
are 
6 n ( / ( C Xi)(D) = �{ x 2 ) + 5 x m i n D (3:3) -1 3xmax D{x2)+Sxmax pjxs) 
1 • 1 -
6n{f(C 2：2)(D) = 1 Xmaa;p(3:i)-5xmmp(X3) j 
6ncf(c X3){D) = �Ixm—(:ri)_3xmti:gD(:c2)] 1 Xma3:£)(a7i)-3xmm£,(X2) j 
respectively, where [a..b] is an interval from a to 6 (inclusive). Calculation of 
D' = iter({bnd(^c, xi),bnd{c, X2), bnd(c^ 0:3)}, D) 
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determines that 
D'{xi) = [[3x0t5x-l^ |^ 3X2+5X2J] p [2..7] = [2..7] 
D'(x2) = n [0..2] = [0..2] 
" ( 工 3 ) = 1 . . 2 ] = [ 0 . . 1 ] 
While the domain of X3 is modified, the domains of xi and X2 remain unchanged. 
The resultant domain D' is bounds consistent with the constraint c. Notice that 
bounds propagation has determined less information than domain propagation. • 
2.1.6 Propagation-based Backtracking Search 
CSPs are NP-complete [20], which means that solving a CSP with backtracking 
search in worst case takes exponential time to the problem size (search space). In 
order to reduce the search space, consistency techniques are incorporated with back-
tracking search [12’ 27,28’ 34]. After a variable has been selected and assigned with 
a value from the variable's domain, consistency algorithm is executed to reduce the 
domains of other variables by means of constraint propagation. Backtracking occurs 
when the domains of some variables become empty, because the current valuation 
definitely leads to no solution. This process is repeated until either a solution has 
been found, or no solution has been proven. 
Forward checking [28] is one of these approaches. During backtracking search, 
forward checking enforces domain consistency for the binary constraints between 
the currently assigned variable and the remaining unassigned variables. 
Example 2.3 We demonstrate how forward checking works with the backtracking 
search on the n-queens problem. The n-queens problem is to place n queens on a 
n X n chess board such that no two queens attack each other. In other words, any 
two queens must be on different rows, columns and diagonals. 
Consider the 4-queens problems. We use Xi to denote the column position of 
the queen on row i. Thus, the domain of each Xi is Dinit(xi) = {1,2,3,4} and we 
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have four variables { X l , X 2, X3, X4 }' The constraints which enforce any two queens 
to be on different columns and diagonals are 
X i -1= X j 
IXj - Xi l i- J - ~ 
respectively, where 1 =J i < j ~ 4. 
Figure 2.3 gives the search tree for the 4-queens problem when forward check-
success success 
Figure 2.3: Forward checking on the n-queens problem during backtracking search 
ing is performed during backtracking search. Initially, the CSP is domain consistent 
and no value is removed. We select the variables and their domain values in lexico-
graphical order. We start with assigning 1 to X l. By constraint propagation, values 
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on the same row and diagonal of the corresponding queen are removed. Next, we 
assign 3 to X2. As constraint propagation has removed all values from the domain 
of :C3，backtracking occurs. We undo the previous assignment to X2 and assign it 
with another value 4 from the domain of After propagation, only the value 2 is 
left in the domain of 0:3. However, assigning 2 to 0:3 results in an empty domain of 
x^. Since there is no more value to try in the domains of X2 and x^, we backtrack 
to xi. This time we assign 2 to xi. After propagation, only 4 is left in the domain 
of X2. Assigning 4 to X2 forces X3 to be 1 which in turn forces X4 to be 3. As each 
variable has been assigned with a value from its domain and all constraints are sat-
isfied, {xi h-> 2,0；2 H- 4,0:3 ^ I, 3} is a solution of the 4-queens problem. 
We can backtrack to find another solution. • 
2.2 Disjunction 
There are three approaches in handling disjunction of constraints, namely specula-
tive, cardinality-based and constructive disjunction [17, 37，38]. 
, 2.2.1 Speculative 
Speculative disjunction considers each constraint in the disjunction as a choice 
point. To execute ci V C2 in the store a, ci is first executed in a. If failure oc-
curs later, the solver backtracks and executes C2 in a. Hence, a disjunction could 
introduce a lot of choice points and backtracking. 
2.2.2 Cardinality 
A cardinality constraint #(/, [ci,. •. , c^], u) requires that, out of the n constraints 
a, at least I and at most u of them must be true. This allows us to define ci V oi as 
#(1，[Ci, C2], 2), which means that at least one of ci or ci must be true in cr. Neither 
ci nor C2 is executed until one of them becomes inconsistent. This scheme does not 
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create choice points, but achieves poor propagation in many cases, particularly for 
scheduling problems [17]. 
2.2.3 Constructive Disjunction 
To avoid choice points and to achieve better propagation, constructive disjunction 
(or constraint lifting) treats a disjunction of constraints as a single constraint. To 
execute ci V C2 in a, we fork two copies of a, ai and 0^ 2, and execute ci in ai and 
C2 in (72 separately. Common information is then lifted by unioning the domains of 
each variable in ci and C2. 
Example 2.4 Figure 2.4 shows the disjunction of constraints y > a; + 3 V a： > 
y y y 5| I n 51 I M n 5|  
4 4 — 4 3 __ = = = : E ( = = = = V 3二 = = 二 = 
2 = = = = : 2 2 一 71 i n i I I I I l l I I 1 L" 
1 2 3 4 5 X 1 2 3 4 5 X 1 2 3 4 5 x 
‘ (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.4: (a) The disjunctive constraint y > a ; + 3 V x > y + 3, broken into (b) 
y > X and (c) �y + 3 ‘ 
y + 3. To handle it constructively, we separately execute y > a; + 3，which gives 
D(x) = {1,2} and D(y) = {4,5}，and a; > y + 3, which gives D{x) 二 {4,5} and 
D(y) = {1,2}. The new domain of x is {1,2} U {4,5} = {1,2,4,5}, and the new 
domain of y is {4,5} U {1,2} = {1,2,4,5}. • 
Constructive disjunction can be implemented as follows. Given a disjunction 
c i (x i , . . . , Xn) V C2(:ri,... , Xn), wc first rename each variable Xj in ci and C2 to 
xi j and X2j respectively, so that ci and C2 will only constrain over their own set 
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of renamed variables, and xij and X2j share no information. Next, we add ci and 
C2 (with renamed variables) to the store a. To relate xj and Xij (i G {1,2}), we 
need 2 kinds of constraints, the subsumption and union constraints. A subsumption 
constraint subsume(Xj, Xij) restricts the domain of Xij to be a subset of the domain 
of Xj. Hence, Xij acts like a "local copy" of Xj, and Ci propagates on a "local copy" 
of (7. A union constraint union{xij,X2j,Xj) restricts the domain of Xj to be the 
union of xi j and X2j, which lifts the common information from the domains of xi j 
and X2j to the domain of xj. 
Example 2.5 The disjunction y>x-\-3Vx>y-h3is rewritten to 
subsume(x, xi)八 subsume[T, X2)八 subsume�y, yi)八 subsume(jj, ^2) 
八 〉 工 1 + 3 
A X 2 > 
八 union[xi,:jC2,i) /\union(jji,y2,y� 
where Xi is the renamed variable of x, the subsumption constraint subsume{x, Xi) 
forces the domain of of Xi to be a subset of the domain of x, and the union constraint 
union(xi,X2, x) forces the domain of x to be the union of the domains of xi and 
t'f X2. 
Suppose D{x) = {2,5} and D{y) = {1,2,3,4,5}. The subsumption con-
straints force the domains of a^ i and X2 to {2,5} and the domains of yi an l^ y) to 
{1,2,3,4,5}. Then, yi > xi-\-3 updates the domains of xi and yi to {2} and {5} 
respectively, while 2:2 > 2/2 + 3 changes the domains of X2 and y2 to {5} and {1,2} 
respectively. Finally, the union constraints force the domain of x to be the union of 
D(xi) and D{x2), or {2,5}. Similarly, the domain of y becomes {1,2,5}. • 
The major drawback of constructive disjunction is that, the overhead of extra 




Box Constraint Collections 
In this chapter, we present a compact representation for achoc constraints. Formally, 
an adhoc constraint c over variables . . . , is a set of valuations in Dinn rep-
resenting the solutions of c. Adhoc constraints are usually implemented as tabled 
constraints [1，2] that list all the solutions or nogoods，incurring space and time 
overhead. 
Example 3.1 The adhoc constraint cadhoc over x and y for Dinit{x) = Dinit{y)= 
{1,2,3,4,5} shown in Figure 3.1(a) can be represented by the set of solutions { 
(1,3)’ (2,3), (2,4), (3,1), (3,2), (3,4)，（3,5), (5,3) } or the set of nogoods { 
... (1,1), (1,2), (1,4)，(1,5), (2,1), (2,2), (2,5)，（3,3), (4,1)，(4,2), (4,3), (4,4), 
(4,5), (5,1), (5,2), (5,4), (5,5) }. • 
Often we represent a constraint in an adhoc manner because it is difficult (or 
unwieldy) to describe it using a symbolic expression. However, it may be easier to 
find symbolic descriptions if we examine only part of the solution space. Therefore, 
we propose representing an adhoc constraint Cadhoc with a set of simple constraints 
in disjunctive normal form (DNF). 
3.1 Box Constraint Collections 
A box B = YYj=i [/f..wf] is an n-dimensional hyper-cube, where [if^-uf] is 
a (closed) interval of integers from If to u f , which is empty if > u^. If 
J J J J V 
15 
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y y 5| M l n 5 
4 4 
3 3 
2 二 2 l| I I I I I 1 一 _ I 
1 2 3 4 5 jc 1 2 3 4 5 X 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.1: (a) An adhoc constraint Cadhoc, and (b) broken into a box constraint 
collection 
c{xi,.. .,Xn) is a constraint on variables , . . . ,:c„，then 八^丄 If < xj g wf A c(:ci’ . . . , 
is a box constraint [18，19], which we write as B c. A box constraint collection 
(BCC) is simply a disjunction of box constraints. 
The idea is thus to use box constraints in a collection as "tiles" to cover the 
solution space of an adhoc constraint. We restrict the form of constraints c to certain 
templates. The template defining c in a box constraint B ^ c determines the shape 
of the tile. Triangles and rectangular boxes are good tile shapes for filling grids. If 
c is true, then B c is simply the box B. If c is of the form < then 
we call B ca triangle. 
We represent an adhoc constraint Cadhoc over variables x i , . . . ,rcn as a m box 
constraint collection ‘ 
m 
Ca(i/ioc(Tl, . . • ’ Tn) = \J Bi . . . , X^ ). (3.1) 
i=l “ 
Example 3.2 A box constraint collection representation of the adhoc constraint 
Cadhoc shown in Figure 3.1(a) is 
3..3] X [4..5] ^ true V [1..2] x [3..4] ^ y <x^2 
V [5..5] X [ 3 . . 3 ] � true V [3..3] x [1..2]力 true 
The box constraint [1..2] x [3..4] => y < x 2 represents the conjunction 1 < 
八 八 + The BCC representation for Cadhoc is shown in 
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Figure 3.1(b). • 
Representing a constraint using a box constraint collection is more compact 
than a set of solutions. However, disjunctive constraints do not usually propagate 
as effectively as other representations. By the following result, disjunctions of box 
constraints can be propagated effectively, achieving domain consistency using con-
structive disjunction. 
Lemma 3.1 Let 
m 
a^dhoc{^ li • . . , n^) — \J 八 (^  15 • • . ’ n^) 
i=l 
where Bi =八二i hj < Xj < Uij and suppose each constraint Ci is implemented by 
a domain consistency propagator dom(Ci), then 
m 
dom(cadhoc){D)(xj) = [jdom{ci){D){xij) 
i=i 
where Xij is a renamed variable of Xj such that the domain of Xij is D ' ( x i j ) = 
D{xj) n [ / i j� , . j ] and D' = D(Xj) n [ / ‘ � . � ‘ [ 
Proof 3.1 For each variable xj E vars(cadhoc), 
... DOM(CADHOC){D){XJ) = 巧）I 0 E I ) A 61 E CAD/^OJ 
= { 0 { x J ) \ O e D ^ e e \ / T = l ( B ^ ^ c , ) } 
=ur=i{没没 八没 G c , } . 
二 ur=i—⑷(")⑷ 
• 
3.2 Separable Constraints 
We can obtain a better box constraint collection to describe an adhoc constraint 
Cadhoc by determining parts of the constraint which can be represented separately 
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y ^ ；I ^ ^ ；I 丨 麗 
： • ! • _ 
1 2 3 4 5 X 1 2 3 4 5 A: 1 2 3 4 5 jc 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.2: Freeing the representation by adding "dont care" tuples to Cadhoc for (a) 
；r = 4 and (b) ;r = 3 八 w = 3, and (c) the resulting box constraint collection ctn. 
at the same time the set of propagators of these separated constraints still enforce 
domain consistency for Cadhoc. 
Example 3.3 Consider Cadhoc defined in Figure 3.1(a). Since 2; ^ 4 is implied by 
Cadhoc, we can extract this as a separate constraint. We are then free to model the 
remainder of Cadhoc by filling in some boxes in the a: = 4 column and this will 
not change the propagation behavior. Figure 3.2(a) shows Cadhoc with "dont care" 
annotations in the a: = 4 column. 
‘ Similarly the remaining nogood (3,3) will not remove the value 3 from the do-
main of y (x), unless 3 is assigned to x (y). In this situation, we can represent this 
nogood with an extra constraint without changing the propagation behavior.- Fig-
ure 3.2(b) shows Cadhoc with "dont care" annotations in the a： = 3 A y = 3 position. 
Note that now we can represent Cadhoc by 
Cadhoc 三 八 = = 八 ctn 
where ctri is 
:1"3] X [3..5] =>y<x + 2 V [3..5] x [1..3] =^x<y-\-2 
We obtain the same propagation behavior. The representation is smaller in terms of 
the number of box constraints and executes more efficiently. • 
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These two observations for separability of constraints in the above example can 
be formalized as follows. 
Lemma 3.2 Let c be an adhoc constraint such that c x ^ d for some x G 
vars[c) and d G D遍(x). Let 5 be a set of solutions for vars{c) where x = d. 
Then {dom{c)} ^ {dom(x + d), dom{c U 5)}, where dom{c), dom(x + d) 
and dom(c U S) are the domain consistency propagators of c, x ^ d and cU S 
respectively. 
Proof 3.2 Clearly {dom{c)} > {dom(x + d)} and {dom{c)} > {dom{cU S)}. 
It remains to show that {dom{x / d), dom{c U 5)} > {dom(c)}. Assume to the 
contrary that dom(c) removes a value y = e. Then for the current domain D there 
are valuations 0 e D where 0 ^ c and 6(y) = e. If the same value is not removed 
dom(c U S) there must be such a valuation in dom(c U S). Then clearly 0(x) = d 
since 6 e S. But d' = dom{x + d)(D) is such that d ^ D'(x), and hence the 
valuation is not D' and hence D" = dom(c U S){D') removes the value e of y. • 
Lemma 3.3 Let c = ci A C2 and ci and be such that 9i e ci — c and 62 ^ C2 — c 
implies Oi and 62 differ in all variables. Then {dom{c)} ^ {dom{ci), dom(c2)}. 
Proof 3.3 Clearly {dom{c)}�{do7n{ci)} and {dom(c)}�{dom{c2)}. It re-
mains to show that {<iom(ci), dom{c2)} > {dom(c)}. 
Suppose dom(c) removes a value d from x in domain D. Then there is no 
9 e D such that ^(a:) = d and 9 e c. Now assume to the contrary that the value 
is not removed by dom(ci), then there exists 61 e D where 6i{x) = d and 61 e 
ci — c. Similarly if the value is not removed by dom{c2) there exists 62 ^ D where 
02{x) = d and 62 ^ C2 - c. Contradiction since = 02[x). • 
Example 3.4 Consider the adhoc constraint cv簡 in Figure 3.4. By Lemma 3.2， 
X ^ X ^ 7,y ^ A,y ^ 7 and y 9 are five separable constraints. Together with 
"dont cares" (dashed region), one possible box constraint collection for Carrow is 
Carrow 三 X + + + + l + ^ 广^广。叫 
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• J U ~  
i _ = = = _ = _ = = 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ^ 1 2 : J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ;c 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.3: (a) An adhoc constraint Carrow, and (b) broken into a box constraint 
collection 
where (：‘一如 is 
:1..10] X [1..10] a;(10 - y ) < 8 V [5..10] x [1..6] ^ x ^ y = l \ 
• 
Example 3.5 Figure 3.4(c) gives the constraint c 三 ci 八 C2’ where ci = x > y and 
io| I I I I I I I I • 丨o| I I I I I I 10 I I L ^ R ^ 9 I I I 9 J B H 9 I I 8 IMMI 8 BmM 8 ———H— 
N _ • ‘ 丨 ^ ^ 
lOHHiHi i^^HHH i^^Hsiii： 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 x 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.4: The constraints (a) ci = a; > y (b) C2 = 9 x - A y > 23 (c) c 三 ci 八 C2 
C2 三 - � 2 3 . Since every �G ci - c (say, (2,2)) and 6 2 ^ 0 2 - 0 (say, (7,9)) 
differ in both x and y, ci and are separable by Lemma 3.3. • 
These two examples illustrate that our box constraint collections and separa-
ble constraints are very general. In practice, however, we only use triangular and 
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rectangular tiles, and simple separable constraints such SiS x ^ d and ->(a:i = 
di . . . /\ Tn = dn), which are easy to discover and compute. 
Chapter 4 
Building Box Constraint Collections 
In this chapter, we describe a greedy algorithm, bccFinder, which computes a com-
pact box constraint collection for a given adhoc n-ary constraint Cadhoc with solu-
tions solutions and nogoods nogoods. We also study how to improve the compact-
ness of the output box constraint collection. 
4.1 The bccFinder Algorithm 
Before we find the set of box constraints, we remove the set of separable con-
straints from Cadhoc, by adding extra constraints. Figure 4.1 gives the pseudo-
code of SCDetect, which detects separable constraints only of the form x ^ d 
and -^{xi = di A ' -' A Xn = dn) (n is the total number of variables) for effi-
ciency reason. The separable constraint cs is initialized to true. Next, for any value 
dj G [l..u] - Dinit(xi), where I (u) is the minimum (maximum) of the initial domain 
of Xi, we add xi + dj to cs and remove its nogoods from nogoods. Then, for each 
remaining nogood 没i, we add it to cs if there does not exist another nogood 62 such 
that Oi(xi) = 92(xi) for some i. 
This leaves a description of the constraint involving three kinds of tuples: solu-
tions, nogoods, and "dont cares", which may be included or not since they will be 
removed by other constraints. In our implementation, when a solution or a nogood 
has been marked as a "dont care", it is simply removed from solutions or nogoods 
»» 
22 
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SCDeXec\{n,Dinit,nogoods) 
begin 
cs := true 
nogoods' := nogoods 
for i ..= Ho 77 do 
I := lower bound of Dinit{xi) 
u := upper bound of 
for j := I 1 to u - 1 do 
i f j ^ Dinit(xi) then 
Cs : = Cs A Xi + j 
|_ nogoods' := nogoods'— nogoods of xi • j 
foreach Oi = {a：! i-^  , . . . , a^ n dn} G nogoods' do 
if fl02 G nogoods' - s.t.没= di for some i then 
L cs ：= C5 A，(八；1 X, = d j ) 
return cs 
end 
Figure 4.1: Pseudo-code of scDetect 
respectively. In other words, we skip a valuation if it is in neither solutions nor 
nogoods. We repeatedly find box constraints for the remaining uncovered solutions. 
A valuation 9 is covered by the constraint c\i B ^ c\ otherwise, it is uncovered. 
When the bccFinder algorithm terminates, it returns a box constraint collection 
which covers all solutions, while leaving all nogoods uncovered. Figure 4.2 shows 
the pseudo-code of bccFinder. 
Since we would like to reduce the number of box constraints in the collection, 
we want each box constraint B do cover as many uncovered solutions as pos-
sible. Although finding the optimal collection is in practice difficult, we can find 
a relatively large box B by greedily growing one, until we cannot find any corre-
sponding c, where c is an instantiation of one of our templates ct. In the code shown, 
ct is always of the form of < «o since the coefficients of such constraints 
are straightforward to find, and the propagators which enforce domain consistency 
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bcoF\r\(\ex{n,Dinit,solutions,nogoods) 
begin 
Cj3 := false 
1 cs := SCDe\ec\{n,Dinit,nogoods) 
separable := nogoods of cs 
2 nogoods := nogoods — separable 
3 while 36 € solutions do 
for j ..= 1 to n do 
|_ uf ：= e(xj) 
4 仏 
5 C ：= < «0 
6 solutions := solutions — B 
7 do 
Bo ：= B 
8 for j ;= Ho n do 
C' false 
9 if If > min{Dinit(xj)) then 
B' := B with If = I f - I 
10 if30 e B' - B s.t. e 车 nogoods then 
11 C' := \Jpdlate(C,B',B，solutions,nogoods) 
12 if C is satisfiable then 
B:= B' 
C:=C' 
13 L solutions := solutions — B 
14 if u^ < max[Dinit[xj)) and C is unsatisfiable then 
B' := B with uf = + 1 . 
15 me eB' - B s.t. 9 ^ nogoods then 
16 C := solutions,nogoods) 
17 if C is satisfiable then 
B:=B' 
C:=C' 
18 L solutions := solutions — B 
while Bo 寺 B 
19 let 0 be a solution of C 
Ci := Ej=:l < 0(«o) 
L CB ：= CBV {B ^ Ci) 
simplify CB 
return cb cs _ 
end 
Figure 4.2: Pseudo-code of bccFinder 
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for c are efficiently computable [35]. 
To find B � c’ we pick an uncovered solution 没三{;ri c / i , . . .， c ? „ } 
randomly and put it into the (unit) box B. We initialize C, the constraints on the 
coefficients a/s，to djdj < QQ. Then, we iteratively try to enlarge B in each 
dimension j. Let B' be the enlarged B. We first reduce the lower bound I f . If either 
the lower bound of Xj is reached, or no enlargement is possible, we try to increase 
the upper bound u f . We do not examine an expansion where all the valuations in 
B' — B are in nogoods. 
The procedure update is called so that for each valuation B e B'-Bof the form 
没 三 … ， ( 4 } we either (a) add the constraint cLjdj < ao if 
0 e solutions to ensure 6 is included in the box constraint, or (b) add the constraint 
djdj > ao if 0 e nogoods. We do not add constraints for "dont cares" 
(valuations which are in neither solutions nor nogoods) since they have already 
been covered by other box or separable constraints. This update procedure is an 
exact version of an algorithm by Anthony and Frisch [8] for constraint induction. 
Figure 4.3 shows the pseudo-code of update. 
updia\e(C ,B',B,solutions,nogoods) 
begin 
foreach 6 e B' - B do 
if 0 G solutions then • 
else if 0 G nogoods then 
L C : = C A Z U A A X J ) > AO • 
L /* else (9 is a "dont care" and skipped */ 
if C is satisfiable then 
return C 
else 
L return false 
end 
Figure 4.3: Pseudo-code of update 
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If the constraints are satisfiable, there exist values for a j and we continue ex-
panding the box. If the constraints are unsatisfiable, we first remove all the con-
straints added in the last expansion and try expanding in a different direction. Even-
tually every expansion leads to failure (or we have covered the entire space). At this 
stage we simply solve for each a j that satisfies the current constraints. 
We have created a single box constraint. We add this to our collection, and 
mark all the solutions covered by this box constraint into the "dont care" category. 
Note that we cannot mark any inseparable nogoods as "dont care" because they 
must never be covered by any box constraints. This continues until there is no 
more uncovered solution (which is not "dont care"). We then simplify the resulting 
collection if possible, by replacing ^ by true if B ajXj < 
ao and removing box constraints which are subsumed by other box constraints. 
A box constraint collection with only boxes {B true) can be found similarly, 
except that B stops expanding along a particular dimension if B' contains at least 
one nogood. 
The following two theorems guarantee that the bccFinder algorithm terminates 
and is correct. 
Theorem 4.1 The bccFinder algorithm always terminates. 
Proof 4.1 Each outer-most while loop (Line 3) removes at least one valuation 9 
from solutions (Lines 4 and 6). It exits when solutions = 0. 
The inner do-while loop (Line 7) exits if B has not expanded in the last itera-
tion. This happens when (a) the expanded region B' - B contains only nogoods 
(Lines 10 and 15)，(b) the valuations in — B violates C' (Lines 12 and 17)，or 
(c) the boundaries of the domains have been reached (Lines 9 and 14). Since the 
domains of the variables are finite, one of these conditions must be satisfied in a 
finite number of iterations. • 
Theorem 4.2 When bccFinder terminates, for any valuation 0, 9 e cb /\ cs if and 
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only if 6 e solutions. In other words, the returned box constraint collection is 
equivalent to the given adhoc constraint. 
Proof 4.2 For each valuation 9 e B, the corresponding constraint is added to C 
(Lines 11 and 16) to guarantee that 6 e B => Ci if and only if ^ G solutions 八 B. 
Result follows. • 
Example 4.1 We demonstrate step-by-step how bccFinder finds the box constraint 
collection for Cadhoc in Figure 3.1. 
5 一^^ ^^ _^_ First of all, we identify the separable constraints 
4 X ^  4 md ^ {x = 3 A y = 3) (Line 1) 
2 and mark the corresponding nogoods as "dont 
1 ^ ^ — cares" (Line 2). 
1 2 3 4 5 A： 
5 — — ^ — Now, we begin to cover the solutions (Line 3). 
4 We start with a (randomly) chosen solution, say, 
3 (2,4). We initialize B and C to [2..2] x [4..4: 
2 ^ ^ ^ — and 2ai +4«2 < CLQ respectively, and mark (2,4) 
1 _ _ _ _ B l ^ _ _ as "dont care" (Lines 4 to 6). 
1 2 3 4 5 JC 
y 
5 — We first enlarge B along the x-axis (Line 8). 
4 • ^ ^ ^ � � Since the expanded region [L.l] x [4..4] con-
2 tains no uncovered solution (Line 10)，we try 
1 another direction. 
1 2 3 4 5 X 
y 
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y Towards the opposite direction (Line 14)，we 
5 — successfully enlarge B to [2..3] x [4..4] be-
4 cause an uncovered solution (3,4) is inside the 
expanded region (Line 15) and C = 2ai + 
1 ^ ^ ^ — 4«2 < 八 3ai + 4«2 < 0,0 is satisfiable 
1 2 3 4 5 jc (Lines 16 and 17). 
^ ——I——— Then, we enlarge B along the y-axis (Line 8) to 
4 ~ ^ [ 2 . . 3 ] X [3..4]. C becomes 2ai + 4^2 八 
3 ^ j m ^ ^ ^ m 3«1 + 4«2 < Go A 2«1 + 3«2 < Go (Line 11). 
2 — Note that we do not add constraint to C for the 
1 L _ l _ _ _ _ "dont c a r e " ( 3 , 3 ) . 
1 2 3 4 5 A: 
y 
————I . ^ ^ — Now, we go back to the a:-axis (Line 8). we 
4 一琴零 _ 一 enlarge B to [1..3] x [3..4] and update C to 2ai4-
3 讓 讓 藝 4«2 < «0 A 3«1 + 4«2 S Go 八 2ai + 3«2 < 
2 一義— aoAlai + 3a2 < aoAlai + 4a2 > ao- Note that 
1 ———L —— lai + 4a2 > ao comes from the nogood (1,4). 1 2 3 4 5 jc 
^ B cannot grow in this direction. Otherwise the 
5 一 圓一 nogoods (1,2) and (2,2) will make C = 2ai + 
4 ， _ _ _ 一 4«2 < A 2ai + 3a2 < ao A lai + 3«2 < 
2 ^  ^ ^ ^ — 八 + 4 « 2 �a o 八 3ai + Aa^ < ho 八 2ai + 
1 " ^ — 囊 2^2 > ao A 3ai + 2a2 g cto 八 la i + 2«2 > «0 
1 2 3 4 5 ;c unsatisfiable (Lines 11 and 12). 
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y To the opposite direction (Line 14), we enlarge 
5 一 B to [1..31 X [3..5] and update C to 2ai + 4a2 < 
4 • 幾 筹 系 一 八 2ai + 302 S ao 八 la i + 3«2 < OQ A lai + 
2 4«2 > cto 八 3ai + 4«2 < ao A lai + 5«2 > 
1 — 3 賽 ao A 2ai + 5«2 > «o A Sa： + 5«2 < oq, which 
1 2 3 4 5 X is still satisfiable. 
Since the "dont cares" in the column x = 4 
y come from the separable constraint x + 4，we 
5 一 ^ ^ ^ I skip them and try to expand B to [1..5] x [3..5]. 
4 _ _ _ _ However, C becomes unsatisfiable. We stop 
3圓圓圓_ here as B fails to grow further in any direc-
1 •""“養— tion (Line 7). Solving C (Line 19) for the co-
1 2 3 4 5 A： efficients ao, ai and a) gives [1..3] x [3..5] 
y — X <2. 
4 _ Now, we start over again at the uncovered solu-
3 _ _ _ _ _ t — 3 , 2 ) . 
2 _ _ " 乂 c i M J 
1 2 3 4 5 jc • 
}' 
51 -
We discover another the box constraint 3..5 x 
0 ^ ^ ^ 1--3. x-y <2. 
—— M 
1 2 3 4 5 JC 
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5 琴琴— Finally，all solutions are covered (Line 3). The 
4 琴琴琴 box constraint collection (with separable con-
3 圓 圓 圏 圏 讀 straints) for Cadhoc is = 3 八"=3)八：c • 
2 — J l 4 A ( [ 1 . . 3 ] [3..5] y-x < 2 V [ 3 . . 5 ] x [ 1 . . 3 ] ^ 
l| ^ ^ x-y<2). 
1 2 3 4 5 ;c 
4.2 Heuristics for the bccFinder Algorithm 
A box constraint B c is generated by enlarging B gradually from an uncovered 
solution 9, and adding constraints on the coefficients of c (expressed in the form 
of a template constraint) simultaneously. A box constraint collection is a set of 
box constraints. Therefore, in this section, we investigate how we can obtain a 
more compact box constraint collection, in terms of the number of box constraints, 
by shuffling the directions of the expansion of B and the conditions of when the 
expansion of B is allowed. 
4.2.1 The Order of Box Expansion 
First of all, we look into the importance of the order of the expansion of B using 
the adhoc constraint Cdia 三 八：r + + 
Figure 4.4(a). One of the compact box constraint collections 
:1..4] X [1..4] X -\-y >6 
V [2..4] X [5..7] y— :E S 3 . 
V [5..7] X [2..4] ^ x-y <3 
V [5..6) X [5..6] ^ x-j-y <11 
is shown in Figure 4.4(b). 
We start finding a box constraint at the uncovered solution (3,4). Figure 4.5(b) 
shows, if we enlarge B along the a:-axis before the y-axis, B is not allowed to ex-
pand further once it reaches both ends of the a:-axis. Otherwise, B must contain 
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；V ;y 
7 7 
6 一 — 6 
5 一 一 一 一 一 一 _ 5 
4 . _ 4 
3 一 一 二 _ _ ^ — 3 
2 2 
11 I I I 1 I I I 11 I I 一 I j j Z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ;c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A; (a) (b) 
Figure 4.4: (a) An adhoc constraint c—’ and (b) a compact box constraint collection 
for Cdia 
y 
7 7 — 
6 — 一 一 一 一 6 
1 ] 工 二 二 3 'Unvpi-
2 2 _ • 圃 — 1 11 I n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 X 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.5: (a) Starting at (3,4)，enlarge the box along (b) the ；r-axis 
more than one triangle (aix + a2y < gq). Consequently, the box constraint collec-
tion for Cdia consists of seven strips: . 
4..4] X [1..1] true 
V [3..5] X [2..2]力 true • 
V [2..61 X [3..3] true 
V [1..7] X [4..4] =>• true 
V [2..6] X [5..5] 4 true 
V [3..5] X [6..6] true 
V [4..4] X [7..7] true 
which is far from optimal. 
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Figure 4.6(c) shows the development of B if it grows along the y-axis before the 
y ；y ;y  
7 | I I n 1 7 | I I • I I 7 | I I j y I ] 6 6 — 6 I ^ ^ ^ ^ I I 
5 5 “ 5 " J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J B ^ 
3 一 — 一 — 3 
2 2 I ^ — 2 ! I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I — 
i l l 1 1 1 1 1 J i | I I • I I ] i i I ran i — 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 j c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ;C 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.6: (a) Starting at (3,4), enlarge the box along (b) the y-axis before (c) the 
；r-axis 
a;-axis. This time the box constraint [3..5] x [2..6] true covers a fair number of 
solutions, but we need many small triangles and unit boxes to cover the remaining 
solutions: 
3..5] X [2..6] =4> true 
V [L.2] X [4..5] 
V [2..2] X [3..3] true 
V [4..4] X [1..1] true 
V [4..4] X [7..7] true 
V [6..6] X [3..3] > true 
V [6..7] X [4..5] =^x + y < n • 
These unit boxes are simply individual solution tuples. Our experiments in Chap-
ter 6 show that these tiny box constraints are computationally inefficient. 
We were unable to identify the triangles in c— because by expanding B along 
each dimension one by one, we are more likely to create a box constraint that lies 
within a few triangles (Figure 4.5(b) and Figure 4.6(c)), which is unable to grow in 
other dimensions. 
Therefore, as a heuristic, we enlarge B along each dimension alternatively, so 
as to grow triangles of balanced shape. Figure 4.7 animates how we generate the 
¥ 
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Figure 4.7: (a) to (f) Enlarge the box along the x and y-axes alternatively 
triangular box constraint [1..4] x [1..4] x y > 5 by alternatively growing B 
along the x and y-axes. 
To justify this heuristic, we compare the number of box constraints generated 
by bccFinder with two different box expansion orders. 
In Table 4.1，each problem instance is an adhoc constraint defined by the dis-
junction of three convex hulls, each generated by 5 random points chosen from 
1..50] X [1..50] X [1..50]. N is the number of solutions, T and B are the number 
of triangles and boxes respectively. T + B is the sum of T and B. The column alt 
gives the number of returned box constraints when a box is expanded alternatively 
along the x, y and Z-SLXQS. The column seq gives the number of generated box con-
straints when a box is first expanded along the rc-axis, followed by the y and 2-axes 
in order. 
We conduct another experiment on ternary random constraints. The domain of 
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each variable is 1..30. N = 900p, where p varies from 0.1 to 0.9. Table 4.2 presents 
the results. 
We observe alt always returns less box constraints (T + B) than seq. Also, alt 
usually consists of less boxes but more triangles than seq because alt forms a more 
compact BCC representation than seq by making a better use of triangles as tiles. 
nj alt seq 
\ T B \ T-\-B\ T B \ T 
883 I 46 34 I ^ f ^ 6 7 122 
1159 45 32 77 41 138 179 
602 39 31 70 34 52 86 
1119 41 28 69 53 84 137 
930 52 25 77 49 64 113 
720 34 24 58 21 80 101 
855 51 50 101 28 144 172 
493 25 20 45 19 37 56 
647 50 45 95 30 100 130 
889 I 34 25 I 59 31 68 99 
Table 4.1: Number of box constraints returned by bccFinder for random 3-
dimensional convex hulls 
t'f 
N alt seq 
\ T B \ T^B \ T B \ T 
100 6 W i 1 4 ” ” [ 4 1 3 ~ ] 7 7 
200 26 77 123 12 122 134 
300 43 98 141 24 136 160 
400 66 77 143 43 128 171 
500 78 82 160 41 160 201 
600 84 55 139 60 120 180 
700 79 38 117 60 101 161 
800 73 34 107 47 102 149 
900 I 49 15 I 64 44 62 106 
Table 4.2: Number of box constraints returned by bccFinder for ternary random 
constraints 
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Figure 4.8: (a) The adhoc constraint c^e ,^ and (b) its box constraint collection, (c) 
The moment when B = [4..7] x [1..4]. 
4.2.2 The Conditions of Box Expansion 
We found that sometimes bccFinder returns several broken pieces of a single box 
constraint. For example, although the disequality constraint Cneq 三：r y in Fig-
ure 4.8(a) can be optimally described by two triangles 
:1..6] X [2..7] ^ X <yy [2..7] x [1..6] x > y 
bccFinder outputs the box constraint collection 
“ 4 . . 7 ] X [ 1 . . 4 ] x > y W [ 2 . . 3 ] x [ 1 . . 2 ] x > y y [ 6 . . 7 ] x [ 5 . . 6 ] � x > y 
V [1..4] X [4..7] x<y \J [1..2] x [2"3] ^ x < y M [5..6] x [6..7] ^ x <y 
as shown in Figure 4.8(b). 
Figure 4.8(c) captures the moment when B = [4..7] x [1..4] tries to expand. 
It fails because there exists no linear inequality constraint aix + a2y < ao having 
{a； I-)- 3, y 4} (or {x 4,y 5}) and the solutions of B Cneq as its 
solutions, while {x 4,y ^ 4} as its nogood. 
In fact, it is unnecessary to cover every uncovered solution inside B. To solve 
this problem, we leave all uncovered solutions that make the expansion of B fail 
remain uncovered. These solutions will be covered by other box constraints, in the 
worst case by some unit boxes. In this example, if we leave (3,4) uncovered, we can 
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enlarge B to [3..7] x [1..4] without violating any constraint on the coefficients. The 
solution {a; !-)• 3,y H-)- 4} will be covered by another box constraint, say, [1..6] x 
2..7] X < y. Since we still constrain the coefficients (and hence the expansion 
of B) using all the nogoods and the (newly) covered solutions in B, leaving some 
uncovered solutions to other box constraints does not affect the termination and the 
correctness of bccFinder. 
¥ 
Chapter 5 
Compiling BCCs into Indexicals 
The constraint system FD [15，16’ 17, 37] is based on domain constraints and func-
tional rules called indexicals. Indexicals provide an efficient and yet flexible ap-
proach to implement propagators for constraints. In this chapter, we first describe 
the indexical language in SICStus Prolog. Next, we introduce a simple scheme 
which compiles a box constraint collection into indexicals which enforce domain 
consistency. Then, we present an optimization procedure which simplifies the in-
dexicals so as to improve the execution efficiency of a box constraint collection. 
Last but not least, we propose a hybrid approach which uses both indexicals and 
the SICStus Prolog built-in c a s e constraint to implement a collection of box con-
straints. 
5.1 Indexicals 
A domain constraint is an expression x e I, where / is a finite set of integers. A 
store cr is a set of domain constraints. The expression x^ denotes the intersection 
/ i n • • • n /n for all constraints a; G 4 in cr, where 1 < k < n.lf a does not contain 
a constraint x e I, x^ is the set Z of integers. A domain constraint x e I prunes x 
(in a) if av n / C a：…A variable x is determined in a if x^ is a singleton set. 
An indexical has the form x i n r, where r is a range generated by r in Ta-
ble 5.1. For instances, 5+min {y) • .max (-2；) and 1 . .max ( 2 ) - 2 * m i n (以）are 
37 “ 
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Rule Semantics  
r d o m i y ) Ua 
r {^1, . . . • • • 
r -^rI / \ r2 n � A 
r ri \ / r2 �U r ^ 
r ri ? r2 0 if = 0; t x otherwise 
r u n i o n o f (u, n , Uden, 
t integer t 
t i n f - o o 
t s u p +00 
t min (y) minimum value of y � 
t max (y) maximum value of y^ 
t -^ti-\-t2 tu + 
t — tl — t2 tier — ,2a 
力 LA* � 
t h /<t2 [halh.. 
t^ti />t2 {tijh. 
Table 5.1: The (partial) indexical grammar and its semantics in SICStus Prolog 
ranges. The value of a: i n r in cr is a: G rv，where rv is the value of r in a. The 
value TV of a range r in o* is a set of integers computed as in Table 5.1. A range 
may consist of other ranges or terms. A term t is generated by t in Table 5.1. For 
instances, 2 ’ min {y) and max {z) - 2 *min (y) are terms. The value t^ of a term 
tin a is an integer computed as in Table 5.1. 
Example 5.1 The indexical operation 
u n i o n o f (V,dom(X) ,V. .V+1) 
computes, for each value V in the domain of X, the range V. .V+1 and returns the 
union of all these ranges. Suppose the domain of Xis {1,6}. When V is 1，V • .V+1 
is 1 • • 2. When V is 6, V. .V+1 is 6 . .7. Hence, the returned set is ( 1 . . 2) \ / 
( 6 . . 7 ) . 口 
Let di and <72 be two stores. In an abuse of notation, we denote ai C 02 if 
^ ^ox for any variable x. A range r is monotone if for every pair of stores cti 
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and (72 such that cri C (J2, then r^^ C r^^. A range r is anti-monotone if for every 
pair of stores ai and (T2 such that cri C a2, then rVi C r^^. In other words, r is 
(anti-)monotone if it shrinks (expands) when (Ji has become more constrained. An 
indexical x i n r is monotone {anti-monotone) if r is monotone (anti-monotone). 
Example 5.2 Let n be min {x) • .max(x) and r^ be max (a:) • . 10+min (幻. 
Then, ri is monotone, while r) is anti-monotone if x is not determined. For instance, 
let ai = {x e 1..5} and a2 = {x e 2..4} such that ai [ (J2. Since ri^^ = 1..5 and 
r i�2 = 2..4, C On the other hand, since R^I��= 5..11 and T)�) = 4..12, 
When X is determined, however,厂2 becomes monotone. For instance, when 
(Ti = a2 = {x e 3 . . 3 } } , � = � = 3 . . 1 3 . 
In general, a range which is anti-monotone in cr may become monotone when a 
is changed to a' . ^ 
The store a entails the indexical x in r if, for any a' such that cr C a', we 
have ra ^ ^ and Xa> C rv . In other words, this indexical will not remove any more 
values from the domain of x for any further changes in a. 
In SICStus Prolog [3，15], indexicals are used to enforce propagation and check 
the entailment condition of a constraint c (x i , . . . ,Xn) and its negation. An indexical 
that enforces propagation of c is called a propagating indexical and an indexical 
that checks the entailment condition of c is called an entailment-checking indexical 
The solving and the entailment-checking for the negation of c is out of scope of this 
chapter. Thus, we refer the indexicals of c to the propagating and (optionally) the 
entailment-checking indexicals defined for c. The indexicals of c are put in the body 
of an FD predicate^ which is of the form 
c ( X i , . . . , X n �+ : Xi i n r i , . . . , i n r „ . 
^The syntax of SICStus Prolog, shown in teletype font, requires variables to be in upper case. 
Upper case variables in teletype font and lower case variables in math font of the same name should 
be understood interchangeably. 
« 
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Figure 5.1: (a) The minimum of x changes with the the minimum of y. (b) Reducing 
the maximum, and (c) removing elements inside the domain of y prune no value 
from the domain of x. 
for the propagating indexicals Xa； i n r^ (1 < A; < n) of c, and 
c (Xi,…，Xn) +? Xj i n r'j. 
for the entailment-checking indexical Xj i n r'j of c. 
Example 5.3 To encode x > y using indexicals, we need to understand how the 
domains of x and y interact with each other. Figure 5.1 shows how the domain of 
X reacts to the change of (a) the minimum, (b) the maximum, and (c) the removal 
of elements of the domain of y. The dashed regions give the removed solutions. As 
only changes in the minimum of the domain of y can trigger updates of the domain 
of X, the indexical of a; > y for a; is . 
X i n m i n ( Y ) . . 1 0 
enforcing that x is always greater than or equal to the minimum of the domain of y. 
Similarly, the indexical for y is 
Y i n 1 . .max(X) 
enforcing that y is always less than or equal to the maximum of the domain of x. 
These two indexicals work together to represent x > y: 
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Figure 5.2: (a) ci 三 y g a;，（b) C2 三;r < y + 1，and (c) Cpar 三 ci 八 C2 
geq(X,Y) +: 
X i n m i n ( Y ) . . 1 0 , 
Y i n 1 . . m a x ( X ) . 
As a: > y is entailed when the minimum of the domain of x is greater than the 
maximum of the domain of y, the entailment-checking indexical of a: > y is 
geq(X,Y) +? X i n ( m a x ( Y ) + 1 ) . . 1 0 . 
• 
Example 5.4 Figure 5.2 shows the constraints c i E y g o ; , C2 三；rSy + 1 and 
Cpar 三 ci A C2. The indexicals for X and the constraints ci and are respectively 
X i n m i n ( Y ) . . 8 
X i n 1 . . m a x ( Y ) + 1 
Since c^ar 三 ci A C2，the indexical for X is 
X i n ( m i n ( Y ) . . 8 ) / \ ( 1 . . m a x ( Y ) + 1 ) 
which can be simplified to 
X i n m i n ( Y ) . . m a x ( Y ) + 1 
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It enforces bounds consistency for Cpar-
From a different perspective, since Cpar 三 ^ S ^ c g 从+1, we can also define 
the indexical for X and Cpar as 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) , V . . V + 1 ) 
which, for each value V in the current domain of Y, computes the range V. .V+1 and 
takes the union of all these ranges together to update the domain of X. By definition, 
this indexical enforces domain consistency for Cp�”. 口 
When the FD predicate defining the constraint c is called, the indexicals of c are 
added to the store. However, they may not be evaluated immediately. Let a be a 
store and Q be a set of variables in a. Figure 5.3 gives the pseudo-code of the FD 
solver fcLsolv [15]. 
A propagating indexical Xk i n r^ is suspended on some variable(s) X^  until 
it has become monotone. An indexical is suspended on X! if Xi appears in rk. 
Once it has become monotone, it is evaluated initially. After the (re-)evaluation 
of the propagating indexical, failure (and backtracking) occurs if ；r‘ n rj^�= 0. 
Otherwise, the resultant domain constraint Xk G fl r^^ is added to a and Xk 
is added to Q. Then, unless c has been entailed, the indexical (suspended on Xi) 
is re-evaluated if r^ has been affected by the pruning of some variable(s) Xi e Q. 
The range rk is affected by the pruning of Xi if dom (Xi) or c a r d (X^) is in r^ 
and the domain of Xj has been updated, or if min (XJ (max {Xi)) is in rk and 
the minimum (maximum) value in the domain of Xi has been updated. Once c has 
become entailed, its propagating indexicals are discarded. 
The entailment-checking indexical Xj i n r'- of c is suspended until it has be-
come anti-monotone. Once it has become and-monotone, it is evaluated initially. 
Then, it is re-evaluated if Xj has been assigned or if r'- has been affected by the 
pruning of some variable(s) Xi in r'j. 
Example 5.5 LqI a = {x e 1..5,y G 1..5,: G 1..5} be the current store. The 
constraint x > y is defined by the FD predicate 




Q :=Q - {a^i} 
let F be the set of propagating indexicals suspended on Xi 
foreach f ^ Xk in r^  in F do 
if f is entailed then 
L 
else if rk is affected by the pruning ofxi then 
/ ：= xk, n n � 
switch I do 
case 0 
if rk�is monotone then 
|_ return false 
case Xk, 
if rk�is anti-monotone then 
mark f as entailed 
L 卜 
otherwise 
if Tk�is monotone then 
G ：= (T{J {Xk ^ / } 
Q'.= Q\j{xk} 
if Tk^ is a constant then 
mark f as entailed 
return true 
end 
Figure 5.3: Pseudo-code of fcLsolv 
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ge(X,Y) +: 
X i n m i n ( Y ) + 1 . . s u p , 
Y i n i n f . . m a x ( X ) - 1 . 
Suppose there are three variables X，Y and Z. When 
g e ( X , Y ) , ge (Y,Z) 
are called, the indexicals 
X i n m i n ( Y ) + l . . s u p (5.1) 
Y i n i n f . .max(X) - 1 (5.2) 
Y i n m i n ( Z ) + 1 . . s u p (5.3) 
Z i n i n f . .max(Y) - 1 (5.4) 
are added to the store, where (5.1) and (5.2) come from g e (X, Y) , (5.3) and (5.4) 
come from g e (Y, Z). 
They are now evaluated because they are all monotone. The initial evaluation of 
(5.1) gives the domain constraint 
a： G jTCT n ((min(y。）+ l)..oo) 
... « e (1..5) n ((1 + l)"oo) 
^ X e 2..5 
Adding it to a, we have 
a = {x £ 2..5, y G 1..5,2； 6 1..5} 
Similarly, the initial evaluations of the remaining three indexicals give 
(J = {x £ 2..5,y G 2..4,2； G 1..3} 
Since the minimum value of the domain of Y has been changed from 1 to 2 and 
min (Y) appears in (5.1), it is re-evaluated. Adding the resultant domain constraint 
X e 3..5 to a gives 
a = {x e 3..5,y e 2..4,z G 1..3} 
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Suppose another constraint ；r 5 has been added. The store becomes 
(J = {x e 3 . . 4 , Y G 2.A,z G 1 . . 3 } 
Since the maximum value of the domain of X has been changed from 5 to 4 and 
max (Y) appears in (5.2), the indexical is re-evaluated. Adding the resultant domain 
constraint y G 2..3 to a, we have 
a = { x e 3..4,y € G 1..3} 
In turn, the change of the maximum value of the domain of Y from 4 to 3 triggers 
the re-evaluation of (5.4). The resultant domain constraint z G 1..2 is added to o"： 
cr = {x e 3 . . 4 ’ Y € G 1 . . 2 } 
Although the maximum value of the domain of Z has been modified, max (Z) does 
not appear in any ranges of (5.1) to (5.4). Therefore, no indexical is to be re-
evaluated and the propagation stops. 口 
5.2 Basic Compilation 
t'4 
We illustrate the basic compilation process of BCCs into indexicals with the follow-
ing example. 
Example 5.6 The representation of Ctri2 in Figure 5.4 is a disjunction of two box 
constraints 
1. .3] X [1. .3] ^ x i - { - X 2 > 4 ： ( 5 . 5 ) 
V [ 3 . . 5 ] X [ 3 . . 5 ] XI + X 2 < 8 ( 5 . 6 ) 
The indexicals which enforce domain consistency for (5.5) and (5.6) are 
Xi i n ((4-max(X2) ) . .3) 
X2 i n ( (4 -max(Xi ) ) . .3) 
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Figure 5.4: The box constraint collection of Ctri2 
and 
Xi i n ( 3 . . (8 - m i n ( X 2 ) ) ) 
X2 i n ( 3 . . (8-min(Xi))) 
respectively. 
We can create an indexical for Xi and the box constraint collection (a disjunction 
of box constraints) by combining the indexicals for (5.5) and (5.6) as follows: 
Maxi2 i n {0} \ / (dom(X2) / \ (1 . . 3 ) ) 
Min22 i n {6} \ / (dom(X2) / \ ( 3 . . 5 ) ) 
Xi i n / * f r o m ( 5 . 5 ) : i s */ ((dom(X2) / \ (1 . . 3 ) ) / * n o n - e m p t y */ ？ 
/ * i f s o , e v a l u a t e */ ( (4-max(Maxi2) ) . .3) ) / * e l s e r e t u r n 0 */ 
\ / / * u n i o n w i t h */ 
/ * f r o m ( 5 . 6 ) : i s */ ( ( d o m(X2) / \ ( 3 . . 5 ) ) / * n o n - e m p t y */ ？ 
/ * i f s o , e v a l u a t e */ ( 3 . . ( 8 - m i n(Min22 ) ) ) ) / * e l s e r e t u r n 0 */ 
Maxi2 records the maximum value of X2 in the interval [1..3]. The additional value 
0 is added to the domain of Maxi2 to ensure it is always non-empty (and thus does 
not cause failure). Similarly Min22 records the minimum value of X2 in the interval 
'3..5]. The indexical for Xi joins the constraints together, using the Maxi2 or Min22 
to give the appropriate value of X2 for the box of interest. 
Similarly, we generate the indexicals for X2 as 
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Maxii i n {0} \ / (dom(Xi) / \ ( 1 . . 3 ) ) 
Min2i i n {6} \ / (dom(Xi) / \ ( 3 . . 5 ) ) 
X2 i n ( (dom(Xi) / \ (1 . .3) ) ？ ( (4-max(Maxn ) ) . .3) ) \ / 
((dom(Xi) / \ ( 3 . . 5 ) ) ？ ( 3 . . ( 8 - m i n ( M i n 2 i ) ) ) ) 
In SICStus Prolog, indexicals have to be placed inside some FD predicates. The 
FD predicate of the indexicals for Miriij’ Max^j, where i,j G {1,2}, is 
sub (MinMaxij , Xj , hij , U j^ , Dij ) + : 
MinMaxij i n {Dij} \ / (dom(Xj) / \ i U j . . U i j ) ) . 
where MinMax^j can be either Miriij or Max^j, hij, Uij and D j^ are integers. The 
FD predicate of the indexical for X^  is 
u n i o n ( X “ X j , M a x i j , M i n 2 j ) +: 
Xi i n ( (doin(Xj) / \ (1 . .3) ) ？ ( (4-max(Max”.））. .3) ) \ / 
((dom(Xj) / \ (1 . .3) ) ？ (3 . . ( 8 - m i n ( M i n 2 j ) ) ) ) 
where i + j . Now, we can define Ctri2 with s u b / 5 and u n i o n / 4 as 
c t r i 2 ( X i , X 2 ) : -
s u b (Maxii, Xi, 1, 3 , 0 ) , 
... sub (Min2i, Xi, 3 , 5, 6 ) , 
sub(Maxi2 , X 2 , 1 , 3 , 0 ) , 
sub(Min22,X2, 3 , 5 , 6 ) , 
u n i o n (Xi, X2 , Max 12 , Min22), 
u n i o n (X2 , Xi, Maxn , Min2i) . 
• 
The indexical of the disjunction of box constraints c 三 Ci(xi,. . . , 
can be generated automatically as follows. 
Let Bi = [lii..Uii] X . . . X [lin--Uin]- We define the subsumption indexicals 
Maxij i n {lij - 1} \ / (dom(Xj) / \ (Uj . .Uij)) 
Miriij i n {uij + 1} \ / (dom(Xj) / \ Uij . .Uij)) 
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for Xj over Bi, where miuij and Maxij are the subsumption variables for Xj, and 
the additional values kj — 1 and Uij + 1 are the dummy values for (the domains 
of) Maxij and Miriij respectively. The indexical for Xfc of a single box constraint 
Bi => Ci{xi,... , Xn) is then 
Xfc i n gn ？ ••• gij ？ ... gin ？ ( 4 八 ihk-'Uik) ) (5.7) 
where 恥 is dom (X^) / \ (hj . .Uij),j + k, and 4 is the range r.-fc in the index-
ical for Xk and constraint Ci(xi,... ,Xn) with max (Xj) replaced by max {Maxij) 
and min (Xj) replaced by min (Mini)). We call the gij and (Uk • • Uik) the bound-
ary guards for Xj and Xa； respectively. 
The union indexical for Xk and c of the form 
Xk i n gii ？ ••• gi j ？ • • • fi'in ? (^ifc 八(^ifc- -Uik) ) \ / 
gn ？ ••• gij ？ ••• gin ？� r '认丨\ ihk- - uik)) \ / (5.8) 
9ml ？ ... gmj ？ ... 9mn ？ ir'^k 丨、(^mfc- • ^mfc)) 
is obtained by taking the union all indexicals of c^ -'s for Xifc. 
‘ These subsumption and union indexicals for a box constraint collection are the 
counterparts of the subsumption and union constraints in constructive disjunction. 
Theorem 5.1 The indexical (5.8) of the box constraint collection 
m n 
C 三 \ / ( / \ hj < Xj < Uij A Ci[xi,... 
i=l i=l 
enforces domain consistency for c if each indexical of Ci enforces domain consis-
tency. 
Proof 5.1 Since the indexical X^  i n rn, enforces domain consistency for Xk and 
Ci, it defines the domain consistency propagator dom{ci)(D){Xk). Using subsump-
tion indexicals, the domain of the subsumption variable Xij of Xj, for 1 < j < n, 
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is D'{Xij) = D{Xj) n [/‘j..ti‘j]. Thus, the indexical Xik i n r；^  defines the domain 
consistency propagator dom(ci)(D'){Xik). The indexical (5.7) is equivalent to Xik 
i n r丨& because D'(Xik) C Wi^ J and the guard gij is only used to ensure that 
4 is evaluated when D'{Xij) + 0; otherwise is set to 0. Hence, the in-
dexical (5.8), the union of the indexical (5.7) for 1 < i < m, defines the domain 
consistency propagator (J二i dom{ci){D'){Xik), By Lemma 3.1, the indexical (5.8) 
defines the domain consistency propagator dom{c)(D){Xk) for c and X .^ 口 
This guarantees that, by choosing the constraints Ci carefully, the box constraint 
collection of an adhoc constraint enforces domain consistency. 
Adding terms t min{r) and t max(r) to the indexical language would 
allow the expression of constructive disjunction of triangles without subsumption 
variables. We conjecture that this would speed up the propagation markedly. 
5.3 Optimizing Compilation 
In this section, we show how to improve the execution performance of a box con-
straint collection by optimizing the subsumption and union indexicals generated by 
•’. the basic compilation scheme. 
5.3.1 Subsumption Indexicals 
Let Y^  be a subsumption variable of Y over the interval L. • U and D be its dummy 
value. We can optimize the subsumption indexical 
i n {D} \ / (dom(Y) / \ ( L . . U ) ) 
for Y® and Y in two ways. First, we can break it down into two indexicals 
Y^  i n {D} \ / (L . .U) 
Y" i n {D} \ / dom(Y) 
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where the former initializes the domain of Y" and the latter restricts the domain of 
Y" to be a subset of the domain of Y. They are represented in SICStus Prolog as 
s u b ( Y \ Y , L , U , D )：-
Y" i n {D} \ / ( L . . U ) , 
s u b l ( Y % Y , D ) . 
where 
s u b l ( Y \ Y , D ) +: Y^  i n {D} \ / dom(Y). 
They are more execution efficient as we initialize the domain of Y^  only once and 
we do not have to compute dom (Y) / \ (L. .U) all the time which is expensive. 
The second optimization is to introduce the entailment-checking indexical 
s u b l ( Y \ Y , D ) +? Y^  i n {D}. 
such that s u b l is entailed when the domain of Y and L. . U has become disjoint 
and Y^  is assigned with D. 
In the following, unless otherwise specified, when a subsumption variable is 
introduced, we assume that it is constrained with s u b / 5 and its dummy value D is 
defined accordingly. 
5.3.2 Union Indexicals 
This section presents an optimization procedure which simplifies the union index-
icals, generated by the basic compilation scheme, by reducing the number of dis-
junctive indexicals, the boundary guards, the subsumption variables and constraints. 
Different sets of simplification rules are defined for different objectives. A union 
indexical is then simplified by iterating the rules over it. 
We reduce the number of disjunctive indexicals by combining several of them 
into a single one, which usually contains both min (X) and max (X) for some vari-
able X. Example 5.4 shows that an indexical with both min (X) and max (X) may 
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not enforce domain consistency. By Lemma 5.2，we can rewrite such an indexical 
in terms of u n i o n o f to make it enforce domain consistency. To keep the sim-
plification rules simple and efficient, we rewrite the (union) indexicals in terms of 
u n i o n o f before the optimization begins, and remove them (if possible) at the end 
of the optimization. 
Lemma 5.2 Let h and h be the indexicals 
Xfc i n ffc 
and 
Xfc i n u n i o n o f ( V i , d o m ( X i ) , i i n i o n o f ( V 2 , d o m ( X 2 ) , … 
u n i o n o f ,dom(Xfc-i) , u n i o n o f (V^+i ,dom(Xfc+i) ' • • • 
u n i o n o f (Vn-i ,dom(Xn-i) , u n i o n o f (Vn , dom(Xn) , r'^  ) ) • • • ) ) • • • ) ) 
respectively, where rj. is the range n with every min (Xj) and max (Xj) replaced 
with Vj. Then, rk9 = r[9 for any valuation ^ = {a：! i-^ . . . ,Xj Vj, . . . ,Xn 
Vn], where j + k. Also, I2 enforces domain consistency on the domain of X. 
Proof 5.2 When Xj is assigned with vj, all m i n ( X j ) , max(Xj) and dom(Xj) 
return vj. Hence, rkO = r',^0 for any 9. 
Let cr be the current store. Since Vk G raue if and only if 0 U {xk ^ Vk} is a 
solution of c 八 cr, by definition, I2, which is equivalent to . 
Xfc i n U … U . . . U � • 
VjEDtriXj) VnED^iXn) 
where j + k，enforces domain consistency on the domain of X^. • 
We denote a nested u n i o n o f indexical of the form 
Xk i n u n i o n o f (Vi , r i , • • • u n i o n o f (Vjt_i, r ^ - i , 
u n i o n o f (Va;+i • n t + i , … u n i o n o f (V^ , , r^) • • • ) ) • • • ) 
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as 
Xfc i n unionofJ^ij^；^ (Vj , r j , n ) 
where n is an indexical range. 
Given a box constraint B c(a; i , • . . , a;^) where B — [ / i . .w i ] x . . . x [/„..Un], 
the indexical for Xfc 
Xk i n gi ？ . . . gj ？ ... gn ？ (Ht /\ ik- - Uk)) 
can be rewritten as 
Xk i n unionof^ ij•卢;^ (Vj /\ ih- -Uk)) . 
where gj is dom (X^) / \ {Ij. .Uj),j k and rj^  is the range r^ of the indexical 
for Xk and c with each m i n ( X � )a n d max (X� )replaced with Vj, where X，is the 
subsumption variable of Xj. Since gj only reduces the domain of X ,^ by Lemma 5.2， 
the rewritten indexical enforces domain consistency for B c. 
Example 5.7 Given the indexical 
X i i n (dom(X2) / \ ( 3 . . 8 ) ) ？ 
(dom(X3) / \ (2 . . 9 ) ) ？ ( 1 . . m a x ( X ^ ) - m i n ( X | ) ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) 
for Xi and the box constraint [1..5] x [3..8] x [2..9] xi-\- X2 < xs, where X^  and 
Xj are the subsumption variables of X2 and X3 respectively, the nested u n i o n o f 
indexical for Xi is 
Xi i n un ionof (V2,dom(X2) / \ (3 . . 8 ) , . 
u n i o n o f ( V 3 , d o m ( X 3 ) / \ (2 . .9) , ( 1 . . V 3 - V 2 ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) ) ) 
• 
Now, we can apply the simplification rules repeatedly over these rewritten union 
indexicals. Given a union indexical (/) 
Xfc i n unionof�=iJ种（Vj, rij, rik) 
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for some m, the simplification rule 
Yk i n rihs ^ ^k i n Vrhs 
is selected if there exists a set of substitutions Sj/th, where Sj is in rihs and U is 
in rik, such that rik and rihsP are syntactically identical. A substitution s/t (to r) 
replaces every occurrence of s (in r) with t, where 5 and t can be terms or ranges. 
The rule is fired if it has been selected and 
Xk in unionof^i J卢知(Vj , nj , rik) 
« Xk i n unionof3=i，j弁(Mj, r i j , rrhs/^) 
This guarantees that the indexicals before and after a rule is applied are equivalent. 
When the rule is fired, Vik in I is replaced with rrhsP. 
If the equivalence holds for any /S, we differentiate the rule as 
Yk i n rihs "^ k i n r\hs 
which is always fired if it has been selected. 
Example 5.8 Given the indexical (/) 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) , 4 + V . . 9 ) 
th 
The rule 
X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ . .u^) , r ) . 
M X i n unionof(V,dom(Y),r) 
is selected because if/? = { / ^ l , r / ( 4 + V . .9 )} , " 
u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ {IK .uy) ,r)(3 
= u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) , 4 + V . . 9 ) 
If the initial domain of Y is [1..5]，the rule is fired because 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) , 4 + V . . 9 ) 
^ X in u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) , 4 + V . . 9 ) 
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The indexical I is rewritten to 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) , 4 + V . . 9 ) 
However, if the initial domain of Y is [0..5], the rule is not fired because 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) , 4 + V . . 9 ) 
！ X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) ,4+V. .9) 
The indexical I remains unchanged. 口 
The optimization procedure consists of three phases with different sets of sim-
plification rules. In each phase, the simplification rules are applied nondeterminis-
tically to each union indexical until no rule can be fired. Termination is guaranteed 
because we only have rules which remove parts of a union indexical. In the first 
phase, we combine a disjunction of indexicals into a single one. In the second phase, 
we simplify the boundary guards. In the final phase, we rewrite a union indexical 
with less u n i o n o f ' s , boundary guards, subsumption variables and constraints. 
Phase One 
Rules 5.1 to 5.5 combine two disjunctive indexicals to form a single indexical. In-
side a rule, . .u工 is an integer range which serves as a boundary guard for variable 
X, H s a term and r is a range. The functions min[a, b) and max [a, b) return the 
minimum and maximum between a and b respectively. 
Rule 5.1 
X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ .w^) , r i ) \ / 
u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ (/叙..w”，r2) 
X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ (/双..w”，ri \ / � 2 ) 
By Lemma 5.3, Rule 5.1 saves one u n i o n o f operation by putting the disjunction 
of ri and r) inside a single u n i o n o f . The disjunction r! \ / r � m a y undergo 
further simplification. 
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Figure 5.5: The box constraint collection of c^ edge 
Lemma 5.3 The indexicals 
X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ ( P . , r i ) \ / 
unionof (V,dom(Y) / \ . .w^) ,r2) 
and 
X i n unionof (V, dom (Y) / \ (/�.w”，ri \ / 厂2) 
are equivalent. 
Proof 5.3 Let a be the current store and r^ = D八y) n ( / � w ” . 
(U �U ( U = U 叫 U 
t-erf vEr^ v^ry 
Rule 5.2 
X i n unionof (V, dom(Y) / \ {l^ . .u\) , {t[ . .u^) /\ (/f . ) \/ 
unionof (V, dom(Y) / \ (/f . .u^) , (/f . . q ) / \ (/f . .u^)) 
^ X i n unionof (V, dom(Y) / \ , {t[. .q) /\ (/f . .wf)) 
where /J = /J), = u^), II = min{l\, 1^)’ ul = max(ul^ u � ) . 
Example 5.9 Figure 5.5 shows the box constraint collection 
:1..5] X [1..5] ^ X >y 
V [6..9] X [l.A]^ x + y < 10 
of the adhoc constraint Cy^ edge- The union indexical for X is 
I* 
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X i n (dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) ) ？ ( ( m i n ( Y 1 5 ) . . 5 ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) ？ ( ( 6 . . 1 0 - m i n ( Y 1 4 ) ) / \ ( 6 . . 9 ) ) 
The corresponding nested u n i o n o f indexical for X is 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 • . 5 ) , ( V . . 5 ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) , ( 6 . . 1 0 - V ) / \ ( 6 . . 9 ) ) 
By Rule 5.2, it is simplified to 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) , ( V . . 1 0 - V ) / \ ( 1 . . 9 ) ) 
Effectively, the two triangles are glued to form a wedge. 口 
Rule 5.3 
X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ {l\..u\) ,r /\ ) \/ 
u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ {ll. .u\) ,r /\ (/f . . w f ) ) 
M X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ .u《），r /\ ( / f . . w f ) ) 
where = mm(if, /;)，u^  = max(ui, u^), II = min[l\, l^), = max(u\, 
Example 5.10 Suppose we have generated i o x x > y the two box constraints 
1..5] X [1..2] X >y 
V [3..5] X [3..5] x>y 
as shown in Figure 5.6. The union indexical for X is 
X i n (dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 2 ) ) ？ ( (min(Y12) . . 5 ) / \ (2 . . 5 ) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ (3 . . 5 ) ) ？ ( (min(Y35) . . 5 ) / \ (3 . . 5 ) ) 
The corresponding nested u n i o n o f indexical for X is 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 2 ) , ( V . . 5 ) / \ ( 2 . . 5 ) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (3 . . 5 ) , ( V . . 5 ) / \ (3 . . 5 ) ) 
By Rule 5.3, it is simplified to 
u 
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Figure 5.6: The box constraint collection of x > y 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) , ( V . . 5 ) / \ ( 1 . . 5 ) ) 
Effectively, the two box constraints are merged into one triangle. 口 
Rule 5.3 is generalized to Rules 5.4 and 5.5. 
Rule 5.4 
X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ . .u\) , {t^. . D /\ { I f . .<) ) \/ 
u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ {l^  . .u^) , (/f . . D / \ (/f . .wf) ) 
M X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ .u^) , {tK . T ) / \ ( / f . .wf ) ) 
where /f = min(ll, /f)’ u^ = max(ul, wf )，I = min[l\, l^), ul = max{ul, u � ) . 
, Rule 5.5 
X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ (/f . . u f ) , (t^. . T ) / \ (/f . ) 
u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ .u^) , . . u f ) / \ (/f . .wf ) ) 
M X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ .u^) , {t^. . D / \ (/f . . w j ) ) 
where /g = min(JL /《)，u罢=max(uf, u^), II = mm(/5', l � ) , ul = max{u\, w�) . 
Example 5.11 Figure 5.7 shows the box constraint collection 
:1..2] X [1..2] =>y <x 
V [3..4] X [ 2 . . 3 ] � 2； g y + 1 
V [ 4 . . 5 ] X [ 4 . . 5 ] y < X 
V [6..7] X [5..6] ^ X 
V [ 7 . . 8 ] X [ 7 . . 8 ] -^y <x 
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Figure 5.7: Box constraint collections for Cpar 
of Cpar 三 y g a : A a ; g y + l，which consists of six triangles. The original union 
indexical for X is 
X i n (dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 2 ) ) ？ ( ( m i n ( Y 1 2 ) . . 2 ) / \ ( 1 . . 2 ) ) \ / 
(doni(Y) / \ ( 2 . . 3 ) ) ？ ( (3 . .max(Y23)+l ) / \ ( 3 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ ( 4 . . 5 ) ) ？ ( (min(Y45) . . 5 ) / \ (4 . . 5 ) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ ( 5 . . 6 ) ) ？ ( ( 6 . . m a x ( Y 5 6 ) + 1 ) / \ ( 6 . . 7 ) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ ( 7 . . 8 ) ) ？ { ( m i n ( Y 7 8 ) . . 8 ) / \ ( 7 . . 8 ) ) 
where Ylu is a subsumption variable for Y over the interval [L.u]. Before the sim-
plification begins, we rewrite this union indexical to 
X i n u n i o n o f (V, dom(Y) / \ (1 . .2) , (V. .2) / \ (1 . .2) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (2 . . 3 ) , (3• .V+1) / \ (3 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
unionof (V,dom (Y) / \ (4 . . 5 ) , ( V . . 5 ) / \ (4 . . 5 ) ) \ 7 
u n i o n o f (V, dom (Y) / \ (5 . .6) , (6 . .V+1) / \ (6 . .7) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (7 • . 8 ) , ( V . . 8 ) / \ ( 7 . . 8 ) ) 
Then, we apply the simplification rules iteratively over the rewritten indexical. 
The rules are selected nondeterministically. The indexicals before and after being 
rewritten by a rule are surrounded with a frame box . 
Step 1: by Rule 5.2, 
X i n | i m i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y) / \ ( 1 . . 2 ) , ( V . . 2 ) / \ ( 1 . . 2 ) ) | \ / 
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unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (2. . 3 ) , (3..V+1) / \ (3. .4)) | \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (4. . 5 ) , (V. .5) / \ ( 4 . . 5 ) ) \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (5. . 6 ) , (6. .V+1) / \ ( 6 . . 7 ) ) \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ ( 7 . . 8 ) , ( V . . 8 ) / \ ( 7 . . 8 ) ) 
X i n Iunionof(V,dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 3 ) , ( V . . V + 1 ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) | \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ ( 4 . . 5 ) , (V..5) / \ ( 4 . . 5 ) ) \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (5. .6) , (6..V+1) / \ ( 6 . . 7 ) ) \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ ( 7 . . 8 ) , ( V . . 8 ) / \ ( 7 . . 8 ) ) 
Step 2: by Rule 5.2, 
X i n unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 3 ) , ( V . . V + 1 ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (4 . . 5 ) , (V..5) / \ (4. .5) ) | \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (5. . 6 ) , (6..V+1) / \ (6. .7 ) ) | \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (7. . 8 ) , (V. .8) / \ (7. .8 ) ) 
M X i n unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 3 ) , ( V . . V + 1 ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
unionof (V,dom(Y) / \ (4. .6) , (V. .V+1) / \ (4 . .7))~ | \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ ( 7 . . 8 ) , (V. .8) / \ (7. .8 ) ) 
Step 3: by Rule 5.3, 
... X i n |unionof (V,dom(Y) / \ (1. . 3) , (V. . V+1) / \ (1..4)口 \ / 
unionof (V,dom(Y) / \ (4. .6) , (V. .V+1) / \ (4. .7) )"] \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (7. . 8 ) , (V. .8) / \ (7. .8 ) ) 
X i n |unionof (V,dom(Y) / \ (1. • 6) , (V. .V+1) / \ (1..7)门 \ / 
unionof(V,dom(Y) / \ (7. . 8 ) , (V. .8) / \ (7. .8 ) ) 
Step 4: by Rule 5.5, 
X i n I unionof (V,doin(Y) / \ (1. . 6) , (V. .V+1) / \ (1. .1)Y] \ / 
unionof (V,dom(Y) / \ (7 . . 8) , (V. . 8) / \ (7. .Q)V 
M X i n Iun iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 8 ) , ( V . . V + 1 ) / \ ( 1 . . 8 ) ) 
We stop after step 4 since no more rule can be selected. The indexical for Cpar 
after the first phase optimization is 
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X i n u n i o n o f (V, dom (Y) / \ (1 . .8) , (V. .V+1) / \ ( 1 . . 8 ) ) 
• 
Phase Two 
Rules 5.6 to 5.8 are used to remove boundary guards. 
Rule 5.6 
X i n u n i o n o f (V, dom (Y) / \ .w^) , r ) 
X i n u n i o n o f (V, dom(Y) , r ) 
Rule 5.6 tries to remove (/^ . .u^) . 
Rule 5.7 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , r ^ r / \ (/工..w”） 
X i n un ionof (V ,H / ,r) / \ ( P . .U"^ ) 
By Lemma 5.4, Rule 5.7 moves ( P . .u^) outside the u n i o n o f operation so that 
the intersection is computed just once when the indexical for X is executed. 
Lemma 5.4 The two indexicals 
X i n u n i o n o f / \ (/\.w。） 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , r ^ r ) / \ (产..w怎） 
are equivalent. 
Proof 5.4 Let a be the current store. By the distributive property of set operations, 
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X i n u n i o n o f ( V , r ^ r ) / \ ( 产 . . w ” 
M X i n u n i o n o f ( V , r ^ , r ) 
Rule 5.8 tries to remove (T • . w �. 
Example 5.12 In Phase One, the indexical for X and Cpar is simplified to 
X i n un ionof (V,dom{Y) / \ ( 1 . . 8 ) , ( V . . V + 1 ) / \ ( 1 . . 8 ) ) 
By Rule 5.6, it is rewritten to 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) , ( V . . V + 1 ) / \ ( 1 . . 8 ) ) 
By Rule 5.7, it is rewritten to 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) , V . . V + 1 ) / \ ( 1 . . 8 ) 
Finally, by Rule 5.8, it is rewritten to 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) , V . . V + 1 ) 
which is exactly the hand-written version in Example 5.4. • 
Phase Three 
By Lemma 5.2, we can easily rewrite an indexical using u n i o n o f to make it en-
force domain consistency. However, it is in general difficult to reverse.a nested 
u n i o n o f indexical to an equivalent indexical without u n i o n o f . Hence, for effi-
ciency, Rules 5.9 and 5.10 rewrite u n i o n o f (V, doin(X) , r ) to r'，where r ' is r 
with every V in r being replaced with m i n (X) or max (X)，only if m i n (X) and 
max(X) do not appear together in r'. Since, for every variable X，the indexical 
of a rectangular box has neither m i n (X) nor max (X) and the indexical a triangle 
(linear inequality) has either min (X) or max (X) but not both, these two rules def-
initely remove all u n i o n o f ' s from an indexical of a box constraint which has not 
been merged with other indexicals in Phase One. 
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In the following, for any integer k, we define 
k * min(a；) if k>0 
inf{kx) = < k * max(:r) if k < 0 
0 if /c = 0 
\ 
Rule 5.9 
X i n u n i o n o f (V, dom(Y) , [(" - aV)/a'] . . [(t" - bv)/b'\) 
X i n � ( " — inf{aY))/a']..[(产 _ m/(6Y))/6'J 
where ab > 0, a' < 0, b' > 0’ t^ and r are terms without V or Y. 
By Lemma 5.5, Rule 5.9 replaces u n i o n o f when a, b have the same sign while 
a', b' have the opposite sign. In particular, when a,b = 0, a' = - I , b' = I, and t^  
and r are integers, f(t' - aW)/a'] — bW)/b'\ is an integer range. 
Lemma 5.5 The two indexicals 
X i n u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) , [(" — aV)/a']. . [(^ - bv)/b'\) 
X i n - inf(aY))/a'] . . [(t^ - inf(bY))/b'\ 
where ab > 0, a' < 0, b' > 0’ t^ and r are terms without V or Y, are equivalent. 
Proof 5.5 Let a be the current store, and < be the minimum and maximum 
values in D八y) respectively. Since a' < 0 and b' > 0， 
\{i-^nf{ay))/a'Uit：-^r^f(by))/b'\ 
= ‘ \ ( t l - a u y ) / a ' U { t : - b u y ) / b ' \ if a , 6 < 0 
= 1 m - a n ) / a ' U { t - ^ - b i y ) / b ' \ if a , 6 > 0 " 
On the other hand, for any v G Da(y), if a,b < 0， 
\(tl - av)/a'U(t： - bv)/b'\ C \{tl - aul)/a^.[{tl 一 6<)/6 'J 
if a, 6 > 0, 
\{i — av)/a'U(t： — hv)lh'\ C \(i - all)/a'U{t： - hl，\ 
»» 
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Hence, 
_ i \{tl-aul)/a'l.[{t:-buy)/b'\ if a , 6 < 0 
二 \ \{tl-aiy)/a'U{t:-biy)/b'\ if a , 6 > 0 
Result follows. ° 
Rule 5.10 
X i n un ionof (V,dom(Y) / \ {P . .uy) - aM)/a'] . .[(e - bv)/b'\) 
^-X in (dom(Y) /\ ( / 双 . . ^ ^ ” ） ？ { - inf(aY^))/a']. . [{t^ - inf(bY^))/b'\) 
where ah > 0, a' < 0, h' > 0’ t^ and r are terms without V’ Y and Y^  which is the 
subsumption variable of Y whose subsumption constraint is defined in Section 5.3.1. 
The dummy value cf = - 1 if a, 6 < 0 and = + 1 if a, 6 > 0. 
By Lemma 5.6，Rule 5.10 replaces u n i o n o f when a, b have the same sign while 
a', h' have the opposite sign. Subsumption variable for Y is necessary. 
Lemma 5.6 The two indexicals 
X in unionof (V, dom(Y) /\ {ly . .u^) - aV)la'] . .[{t''- bv)/b'\) 
X in (dom(Y) /\ ？ ( - inf(aY^))/a'] . . [{t^ - inf(bY^))/b'\) 
are equivalent, when ah > 0, a' < 0, h' > 0’ t! and r are terms without V，Y and 
which is the subsumption variable of Y whose subsumption constraint is defined in 
Section 5.3.1. The dummy value d = - 1 if a,b < 0 and d = u^ 1 if a,b > 0. 
Proof 5.6 Let a be the current store. If D ^ y ) n (/"』"）=0, both indexicals return 
an empty domain for X. Otherwise, let 1�and ul be the minimum and the maximum 
values in {d} U (Da(y) n (/^ ..ti^ )) respectively. Since a' < 0 and b' > 0， 
= J \ { t - a u l ) l c ^ \ m - h u l ) l h ' \ if a , 6 < 0 
二 \ if 
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On the other hand, for any v e{d}U (Da{y) n (R.w”)，ifa,6< 0， 
\{i - av)/a']..[{t： - bv)/b'\ C \{tl - aul)/a']..[{tl - bul)/b'\ 
i f a , 6 > 0, 
\{tl - av)/a'U(tl - bv)/b'\ C \(i - a 綱 . . [ « - 哪 ' \ 
Hence, 
= I \{tl-auy)/a'U{t:-buy)/b'\ if a , 6 < 0 
- \ \{tl-aiy)/a'U{t--biy)/b'\ if a , 6 > 0 
Result follows. ° 
Rules 5.11 to 5.13 are designed to simplify the rewritten indexical by Rule 5.10. 
Rule 5.11 
X i n (dom(Y) / \ ( / �. w ^ ) ) ？ r 
X i n (min(Y) . . u ” ？ r 
where /双 is the minimum value in Dinit{y)-
By Lemma 5.7, Rule 5.11 replaces (dom(Y) / \ ..u”）, which is expen-
sive, with (min (Y) . .uy) when is the minimum value in Dinit(y). 
Lemma 5.7 The two indexicals 
X i n (dom(Y) / \ . . u � �) ？ r 
X i n (min(Y) . . u ” ？ r 
are equivalent, when is the minimum value in Ami(?/). 
Proof 5.7 Let a be the current store and ll be the minimum value in D八y). Since 
[y is the minimum value in Dinit(y), ll > l^ - Hence, 
D“y) n (JLyTj = iJ) 
• 
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Rule 5.12 
X i n (dom(Y) / \ ( F . .uy)) ？ r 
M® X i n {ly. .max(Y)) ？ r 
where u^ is the maximum value in Dinit(y). 
By Lemma 5.8, Rule 5.12 replaces (dom(Y) / \ . u ” ) with ( u ^ .max(Y) ) , 
which is much more efficient, when u^ is the maximum value in D‘nit(y), 
Lemma 5.8 The two indexicals 
X i n (dom(Y) / \ (/双..u” ) ？ r 
X i n (jy . .max(Y) ) ？ r 
are equivalent, when u^ is the maximum value in Dinit(y), 
Proof 5.8 Let a be the current store and ul be the maximum value in Da(y). Since 
u^ is the maximum value in Dinit(y), ul < u^. Hence, 
D ^ y ) n (/^.u^) = 0 坊 ul < ly 
• 
When we apply Rule 5.10’ we add subsumption variables to the union indexical. 
Rule 5.13 removes some boundary guards with a suitable choice of dummy values 
for the subsumption variables. 
Rule 5.13 Let r^ be a boundary guard of Y. 
X i n r" ? { - inf(aY'))/a'] • . - inf(bY'))/b'\) 
M X i n 一 infiaY'))/a'] . . [(^ - infibY'))/b'\ 
if there exists a dummy value d for the domain of Y^ such that of < if a,6 < 0, 
c? > if > 0, and for any store a, 
\{tl — ad)la'] > [{t： — bd)/b'\ 
ft* 
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By Lemma 5.9’ Rule 5.13 removes the boundary guard r^ when there exists a 
dummy value d of Y^  such that the evaluation of the indexical returns an empty 
domain for X when is assigned with d. 
Lemma 5.9 Let r^ be a boundary guard of Y. The indexicals 
X i n r^ ? ( [ (" - inf{ar))/a'] . . [(t^ - m/(6Y^))/6'J) 
and 
X i n - inf(aY^))/a']. . [(^ - inf(br))/b'\ 
are equivalent, if there exists a dummy value d for the domain of Y^  such that d < 
if a,b<0,d> uy if a, b> 0，and for any store a, 
\{i-ad)/a']>[{t:-bd)/b'\ 
Proof 5.9 Let a be the current store. When r^ = 0’ = d. Since [ ( � —a d ) / a ' ] > 
(t二 — bd)/b'\, both indexicals return a false domain for X. 口 
By Lemma 5.10，there always exist such dummy values when the indexicals do 
not contain both min {Xi) and max (Xi) for any Xi. 
Lemma 5.10 Let AmK^O 二 叫]U {di} for 1 < i < n, and 
1 " 1 1 "" I 
( a o - Y " mf(aiXi)) .. — (6o - ^ 
叫 L 〜 口 1，询 
where ak < 0,6^ > 0, ajbj > 0，aj + ^ 0 for some j. If dj is chosen such that, 
when aj,bj > 0， 
r [ak{bo - Er=i，i秘 info(biX,)) - bk{ao — D I U ’ 的 ， � 1 \ 
d一a八 a , 6 , - h a , 
when Qj, bj < 0， 
r ak(bo — ZU 樹fc irifo{b^Xi)) - M a �- 1：?二1，琳fc n i / o K a : � . 
力 < 画 I L - ha, 
»» 
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where 
j oJi if di > 0 
info(aiXi)= < . 
I aiUi if di < 0 
then, when xj = dj for some j ^  k, 
rx 1 “ 
— {ao - ajdj - V inf(aiX,)) > -(bo - h,dj - ^ inf(kxi)) 
似 i=i#j’k 知 i=U 扑 k 
Proof 5.10 We only need to show that, when xj = dj for some j, 
n n 
bk{ao - ajdj - inf(ciiXiy} <ak(bo-bjdj- ^ inf{biX^)) 
Rearranging the terms, we have 
{akbj — bkaj)dj 
< ak(bo - Er=i“幻• inmx,)) - bk{ao - EU椒k ;几/(«而)） 
< ak(bo - Z U ,译 j , k - h{ao — E?=i’i幻’)t infoia^Xi)) 
Result follows. 口 
Example 5.13 Given the box constraint 
[L.201 X [1..14] X [L.201 x [1..6] => 2xi - 3x2 + 2a:3 — 7x4 > 30 
the partially simplified union indexical for Xi is 
Xi i n (dom(X2) / \ ( 1 . . 1 4 ) ) ？ • 
(dom(X4) / \ ( 1 . . 6 ) ) ？ 
( (30+3 *min ) - 2 *max (X3) +7 *inin (X^) ) / > 2 . .20) 
where X? is the subsumption variable of Xi. Pairing up the terms, we have 
( ( ( - 3 0 ) - ( 3 * m i n ( X 5 ) + ( -2 )*max(X3)+7*min(X | ) ) ) / > ( - 2 ) • . ( 2 0 / < l ) ) 
= ( ( a o - (02*min (X^) +03*max (X3) +04*min ( ) ) ) / > a i • . {bo/<bi)) 
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where 62,63,64 = 0. Let di be the dummy value for By Lemma 5.10, 
d2 > maxS^ d i b 二 _ _ 仏/�(“32^ 3) - info{a4X4))) ,1^ 2} 
=max{ — l(-30 - (-2(20)) - 7(1)))] ’ u} 
= m a a ; { 1 5 , 1 4 } 
= 1 5 
di > max!^ AI64-6IA4( i^^ o “ “ info(a2X2) - info{a3X3))) ,1/4} 
=max[ 2(20) - l ( - 3 0 - (3(1)) - ( - 2 (20 ) ) ) ) ] , g } 
=max{7,6} 
= 7 
By Rule 5.13, the new indexical for Xi is 
Xi in ((30+3*min(x5)-2*max(X3)+7*min(x5))/>2..20) 
with d2 = 16,(^4 = 8. 口 
Example 5.14 Figure 4.4(b) gives the box constraint collection 
1 . .41 X [ 1 . . 4 ] X - ^ Y > B 
V [ 2 " 4 ] X [ 5 . . 7 ] = ^ Y - X < 3 
V [5..7] X [2..4] x - y <3 
"• V [5..6] X [5..61 ^ a: + y < 11 
of Cdia- The original union indexical for X is 
X i n (dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) ？ ( ( 5 - m a x ( Y ) . . 4 ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ (5 . . 7 ) ) ？ { ( m i n { Y ) - 3 . . 4 ) / \ (2 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ (2 . . 4 ) ) ？ ( ( 5 . . 3 + m a x ( Y ) ) / \ (5 . . 7 ) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ (5 . . 6 ) ) ？ ( ( 5 . . 1 1 - m i n ( Y ) ) / \ (5 . . 6 ) ) 
First of all, it is rewritten to 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (1 . . 4 ) , ( 5 - V . . 4 ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (5 . . 7 ) , ( V - 3 . . 4 ) / \ (2 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (2 . . 4 ) , (5 . . 3+V) / \ (5 . . 7 ) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (5 . . 6 ) , ( 5 . . 1 1 - V ) / \ (5 . . 6 ) ) 
»» 
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Next, we do the Phase One optimization. 
Step 1: by Rule 5.2, 
X i n lun ionof (V ,dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) , ( 5 - V . . 4 ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) | \ / 
un iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) , { V - 3 . . 4 ) / \ (2 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
un iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ (2 • . 4 ) , (5 . .3+V) / \ (5 . . 7 ) ) | \ / 
un iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ (5 . . 6 ) , ( 5 . . 1 1 - V ) / \ (5 . . 6 ) ) 
M X i n l u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ (1 . . 4) , (5-V. . 3+V) / \ (1 . .7) )~| \ / 
un iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ (5 . . 7 ) , ( V - 3 . . 4 ) / \ ( 2 . . 4 ) ) \ / 
un iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ (5 . . 6 ) , ( 5 . . 1 1 - V ) / \ ( 5 . . 6 ) ) 
Step 2: by Rule 5.2， 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) , ( 5 - V . . 3 + V ) / \ ( 1 . . 7 ) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ (5 . .7) , (V-3. .4) / \ (2 . .4) )~| \ / 
—unionof (V,dom(Y) / \ (5 . .6) , (5 . .11-V) / \ (5..6)厂 
M X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) , ( 5 - V . . 3 + V ) / \ ( 1 . . 7 ) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (5 . . 7 ) , ( V - 3 . . 1 1 - V ) / \ (2 . . 6 ) ) " 
Then, we do the Phase Two optimization. 
Step 3: by Rule 5.7, 
X i n l u n i o n o f (V,dom(Y) / \ (1 . .4) , (5-V. .3+V) / \ (1 . . tTT] \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) , (V-3. .11-V) / \ (2 . . 6 ) ) 
M X i n l un iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) , 5 - V . . 3 + V ) ] \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) , ( V - 3 . . 1 1 - V ) / \ (2 . . 6 ) ) 
Step 4: by Rule 5.7, 
X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) , 5 - V . . 3 + V ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ (5 . . 7 ) , ( V - 3 . . 1 1 - V ) / \ (2 . . 6 ) ) 
M X i n u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) , 5 _ V . . 3 + V ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) , V - 3 . . 1 1 - V ) 
Finally, we do the Phase Three optimization. 
Step 5: by Rule 5.10, 
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X i n Iun ionof (V,dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) , 5 - V . . 3 + V ) ] \ / 
un iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) , V - 3 . • 1 1 - V ) 
M X i n I (dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) ？ (5-max(Y14) . . 3+max (Y14 jT] \ / 
un iono f (V ,dom(Y) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) , V - 3 . . 1 1 - V ) 
where Y14 is the subsumption variable of Y over the range [1..4 . 
Step 6: by Rule 5.10， 
X i n (dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) ？ (5 -max(Y14) . .3+max{Y14) ) \ / 
u n i o n o f ( V , d o m ( Y ) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) , V - 3 . . 1 1 - V ) 
M X i n (dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) ？ (5-max(Y14) . . 3+max(Y14) ) \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ (5 . . 7 ) ) ？ ( m i n ( Y 5 7 ) - 3 . . 1 1 - m i n ( Y 5 7 ) T " 
where Y57 is the subsumption variable of Y over the range [5..7 . 
Step 7: by Rule 5.13, 
X i n I(dom(Y) / \ ( 1 . . 4 ) ) ？ ( 5 - m a x ( Y 1 4 ) . . 3 + m a x ( Y 1 4 ) ) ] \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) ) ？ ( m i n ( Y 5 7 ) - 3 . . 1 1 - m i n ( Y 5 7 ) ) 
M X i n I ( 5 - m a x ( Y 1 4 ) . . 3 + m a x ( Y 1 4 ) ) | \ / 
(dom(Y) / \ ( 5 . . 7 ) ) ？ ( m i n ( Y 5 7 ) - 3 . . 1 1 - m i n ( Y 5 7 ) ) 
‘ where the dummy value of Y14 is 0. 
Step 8: by Rule 5.13, 
X i n (5 -max(Y14) . . 3+max(Y14) ) \ / • 
(dom(Y) / \ (5 . . 7 ) ) ？ ( m i n ( Y 5 7 ) - 3 . . 1 1 - m i n { Y S l J V 
M X i n (5 -max(Y14) . . 3+max(Y14) ) \ / 
( m i n ( Y 5 7 ) - 3 . . 1 1 - m i n ( Y 5 7 ) ) 
where the dummy value of Y57 is 8. 
We stop after step 8. The optimized union indexical for X is 
X i n ( 5 - m a x ( Y 1 4 ) . . 3 + m a x ( Y 1 4 ) ) \ / 
( m i n ( Y 5 7 ) - 3 . . 1 1 - m i n ( Y 5 7 ) ) 
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where Y14 and Y57 are respectively constrained by the subsumption constraints 
s i i b ( Y l 4 , Y , 1 , 4 , 0 ) 
s u b ( Y 5 7 , Y , 5 , 7 , 8) 
• 
5.4 Hybrid Approach 
In the previous section, we optimize the indexical of a box constraint collection 
by combining disjunctive indexicals, removing boundary guards, subsumption vari-
ables and constraints. However, these techniques works for triangles but not that 
well with boxes in general. For instance, we cannot apply Rule 5.13 to remove the 
boundary guards of an indexical of a box because there exists no subsumption vari-
able. Hence, we propose a hybrid approach in which triangles are compiled into 
indexicals, while boxes are represented as a c a s e constraint. 
The c a s e constraint was introduced by SICStus Prolog in release 3.9.0，for en-
coding arbitrary n-ary adhoc constraints. To use the c a s e constraint, users must 
first obtain a directed acyclic graph (DAG) from the list of solutions of the con-
straint. In the DAG, each node n is either the special leaf node true or includes a 
variable Xn and a disjoint set of ranges lnj--Unj each with a pointer to the next node 
Uj. A tuple 0 satisfies the relation defined by the graph rooted by node n if n is 
the leaf node true, or there exists j such that Inj < 0{xn) < Unj and 0 satisfies the 
relation defined by graph rooted at Uj ？ 
The DAG representation can be generated from an adhoc constraint c by first 
building a radix search trie [20] for the solutions of c (considering them as se-
quences), and grouping adjacent ranges that have the same subtree. Pseudo-code 
is given in Figure 5.8. We assume the create_node function creates a node with 
variable x and ranges and children given by range and child unless one has already 
been created in which case it returns it. 
2 Actually the definition is slightly different but effectively equivalent. 
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6agF\n6er(solutions) 
begin 
if 3a: G vars(solutions) then 
for i ..= min{Dinit(x)) to max[Dinit[x)) do 
si := — {a; i-> i} 1 ^ G solutions^ 6(x) = z} 
if si 二 0 then 
node[i] := false . 
else 
|_ node[i] ：= dagFinder(<sz) 
prev ：= min(Dinit(x)) — 1 
r := 1 
node[prev] := false 
node[max(Dinit(x)) + 1] ：= false 
for i ..= min{Dinitix)) to max{Dinii{x)) -f 1 do 
if node[i] + node[prev] then 
if node[prev] = false then 
prev :=i 
else 
range[r] := prev..(i — 1) 
child[r] := node[prev 
r := r + 1 
|_ prev := i 
return crea\e-r\o6e(x,r,range,child) 
else 
L return true 
end 
Figure 5.8: Pseudo-code of dagPinder 
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X I 1..1 I 2 . 2 3 .3 I 5 5 I 
Y 3..4 Y 3..3 Y 1..2 4..5 
true 
Figure 5.9: A DAG representation of cadhoc from Figure 3.1. 
Example 5.15 The c a s e constraint defining Cadhoc in Figure 3.1 is given by the 
DAG in Figure 5.9. Suppose the domain of X is {1,5}, by traversing the DAG top-
down, we found that only the value 3 in the domain of Y appears along the paths 
(darkened in Figure 5.9). Hence, the domain of Y is changed to {3}. The indexical 
representation of the DAG is 
X i n ((dom(Y) / \ (3 . . 4 ) ) ？ (2 . . 2 ) ) \丨 
((dom(Y) / \ (3 . . 3 ) ) ？ { ( 1 . . 1 ) \ / (5 . . 5 ) ) ) \ / 
((dom(Y) / \ ( ( 1 . . 2 ) \ / ( 4 . . 5 ) ) ) ？ ( 3 . . 3 ) ) , 
Y i n ((dom(X) / \ ( 1 . . 1 ) ) ？ (3 . . 3 ) ) \ / 
((dom(X) / \ ( 2 . . 2 ) ) ？ (3 . . 4 ) ) \丨 
( ( d o m ( X )丨\ ( 3 . . 3 ) ) ？ ( (1 . .2) \ / ( 4 . . 5 ) ) ) \丨 
((dom(X) / \ ( 5 . . 5 ) ) ？ ( 3 . . 3 ) ) 
• 
In our hybrid approach, we divide the collection of box constraints of an ad-
hoc constraint c into ct and q representing the triangles and the boxes respectively. 
Then, we compile and optimize the union indexical X^ i n r^ of ct for each vari-
able Xk, and use dagFinder to generate a c a s e constraint c[ equivalent to Cb V 0d, 
where the extra solution 9d = {j^i . . . ,Xn ^ dn}, ck = + 1’ 
guarantees that c[ never fails. We constructively disjunct ct and c^ via the union 
indexical 
Xk i n rk \ / dom(Xp 
where the subsumption variable X � o f Xk is constrained by 









1 2 3 4 5 6 7 X 
Figure 5.10: The box constraint collection of cuouse 
sub{Xl,XkJk,Uk,dk) /\ ,K) 
where/fc = minDi^.^{Xk) and Uk = maxo^mti'^k)-
Example 5.16 The box constraint collection of Chouse in Figure 5.10 is 
L . 4 ] X [ 4 . . 7 ] = > Y - X < 3 
V [5"7] X [4..6] x + y < 11 
V [2..3] X [ 1 . . 3 ] � true 
V [5..6] X [1..3] true 
V [4..4] X [3..3] true 
The optimized union indexical for X of the disjunction of the two triangular box 
constraints is 
X i n - 3 + m i n ( Y l ) . . l l - m i n ( Y l ) 
where Y l is the subsumption variable of Y constrained by 
s u b ( Y l , Y , 4 , 7 , 8 ) 
Let XX and YY be the subsumption variables of X and Y constrained by 
s u b (XX, X, 1 , 7 , 8) 
s u b ( Y Y , Y , l , 7 , 8 ) 
»» 
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XX 5..6 8..8 4..4 2 - 3 
YY 8..8 YY 1..3 YY 3..3 
true 
Figure 5.11: A DAG representation of the rectangular boxes of Chouse 
respectively. The c a s e constraint representing the three boxes is defined in Fig-
ure 5.11, where {xx d>,yy 4 8} is an extra solution to prevent empty domains. 
The union indexical for X of the box constraint collection of Chouse is thus 





In this chapter, we compare the execution efficiency of the unoptimized indexi-
cals (generated by the basic compilation scheme), the optimized indexicals and the 
hybrid (indexicals and the c a s e constraint) implementation of a box constraint 
collection. We also evaluate the execution performance of different representations 
(DAG, BCC with only boxes, BCC with both boxes and triangles) of an adhoc con-
straint. We implement the bccFinder algorithm and conduct the experiments using 
SICStus Prolog 3.9.1 on a Sun Ultra 5/270 with 128MB of memory. 
The c a s e constraint is a built-in global constraint equipped with an efficient 
consistency algorithm [11] to traverse the DAG for maintaining domain consistency. 
In other words, the c a s e technology consists of two parts: the DAG representation 
and the consistency algorithm. It is thus appropriate to compare the space and 
time tradeoffs of the BCC and the DAG� representations when both are compiled 
into indexicals. We give also the results of using the c a s e constraint for refer-
ence purpose. We envisage the possibility of an efficient consistency algorithm for 
maintaining domain consistency of a BCC. 
We compare the propagation efficiency among box (indexicals for boxes only), 
tri-box-bsc (unoptimized indexicals for triangles and boxes), tri-box (optimized 
indexicals for triangles and boxes), tri-cas (optimized indexicals for triangles and 
^The consistency algorithm treats the DAG like a tree. The DAG representation is simply more 
compact. 
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the c a s e constraint for boxes), cas (DAG in the c a s e constraint), and dag (DAG 
in indexicals). The first five experiments simply test raw propagation speed using 
the prop procedure in Figure 6.1. For each variable x in the constraint, we repeat 
prop(c，M，ty) 
begin 
foreach x G vars{c) do 
for i := 1 to M do 
pick S C Dir,it{x) where |5 | = 
foreach v e S do 
|_ add X ^ V to the store 
|_ remove SLWX ^ v from the store 
end 
Figure 6.1: Pseudo-code of prop 
M times picking a subset S C Dinit{x) where 丨 = W, and adding the constraints 
X ^ V for each v e S. These constraint additions are then removed, and the next 
set S is picked. 
We conduct the first experiment on binary random constraints. The domain of 
‘ each variable is 1..30. The number of solutions is 900p, where p varies from 0.1 
to 0.9. Table 6.1 summarizes the results for tri-box-bsc, tri-box and tri-cas, 
the different implementations of a box constraint collection. Table 6.2 presents the 
performance of dag, box and tri-box, the different representations of an adhoc 
constraint in indexicals. Some columns are replicated in the two tables for ease 
of interpretation. N is the number of solutions, B and T are the number of boxes 
and triangles respectively, and gen is the generation time (in seconds). For cas and 
dag, we consider each path from root to leaf in the DAG as a box. We use the 
same DAG for both cas and dag, so that they share the same B and gen. Similarly, 
tri-box-bsc, tri-box and tri-cas share the same T, B and gen. The columns cas, 
dag, box, tri-box-bsc, tri-box and tri-cas report the execution time (in seconds) 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 6 Experiments 80 
of the propagation test when M = 1000, and VK = 10 or VK = 20. 
We observe that tri-box performs better than tri-hox-hsc because the indexi-
cals of tri-box are simplified. Also, tri-cas performs better than tri-box except 
for small instances, in which the overhead of the hybrid implementation is too sig-
nificant. 
Since there is no pattern in the solution of a random constraint, each box con-
straint in box and tri-box covers only a few solutions and the overhead of the 
implementation, such as boundary guards and subsumption indexicals, becomes 
dominant. Hence, dag is faster than box and tri-box. Although tri-box uses 
slightly fewer tiles than box to cover the same set of solutions, the implementa-
tion of tri-box is more expensive and thus it is slower than box. The performance 
of box is close to dag because the implementation of box and dag in indexicals are 
similar when both of them consist of similar number of tiny boxes. 
When N is small, dag outperforms cas because the execution of a global con-
straint is relatively expensive for small instances. 
Since BCC is designed for real-life constraints with meaning and thus reason-
able patterns, it is expected to perform worse than cas for random constraints. In 
the next four experiments, the problem instances are adhoc constraints with struc-
tures, such as convex hulls and non-linear inequalities, which can often be used as 
the building blocks for more complicated constraints. 
In the second experiment, the adhoc constraint in each problem instance is de-
fined by the 2-dimensional convex hull generated by 15 random points chosen from 
the Cartesian product space of the variable domain 1..50. Table 6.3 gives the perfor-
mance of tri-hox-hsc, tri-box and tri-cas when W = 10 or W = 40. Table 6.4 
reports the performance of dag, box and tri-box. 
The third experiment deals with binary non-linear inequalities of the form ax^ + 
by^-\-cxy-\-dx-{-ey < /，where the integer coefficients a t o / are generated randomly 
from the [—9..9]. The initial domain for each variable is 1..50. Tables 6.5 and 6.6 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 6 Experiments 85 
representations respectively, when W = 10 or W = 40. 
From Tables 6.3 and 6.5, tri-cas is markedly faster than cas due to the few 
number of tiles it takes to cover the solutions. 
From Tables 6.4 and 6.6, dag is sometimes faster than cas, which suggests that 
the implementation of the c a s e constraint could be less efficient for small DAGs. 
To study further the efficiency of BCC for larger instances, we conduct another 
two experiments on ternary adhoc constraints. 
In the fourth experiment, each problem instance is an adhoc constraint defined 
by the 3-dimensional convex hull generated by 15 random points chosen from the 
Cartesian product space of the variable domain 1..30. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 give the 
results for different BCC implementations and the adhoc constraint representations 
respectively, when W = 10 orW = 20. 
The fifth experiment deals with non-linear inequalities of the form ax^ + by^ + 
cz^ + dxyz ex f y gz < h, where the integer coefficients aio h are generated 
randomly from the [ - 9 . . 9 ] . The initial domain for each variable is 1..30. Table 6.9 
gives the results for tri-box-bsc, tri-box and tri-cas when W = 10 or W = 20. 
Table 6.10 presents the performance of dag, box and tri-box. 
We found that, for both binary and ternary constraints, both box and tri-box, in 
particular tri-box, use much fewer tiles than cas丨dag for covering the same set of 
solutions. 
The difference of the performance among different BCC implementations for 
ternary constraints is more obvious. From Tables 6.7 and 6.9, tri-box is always 
much faster than tri-box-bsc, while tri-cas is always faster than tri-box, and 
is very often two times more efficient than tri-box-bsc. In fact, most boxes in 
tri-box contain few (usually one) solutions only. Hence, the DAG representing 
these boxes is more or less a solution look-up table, and the speedup of tri-cas 
comes from the efficient implementation of the c a s e constraint. 
From Table 6.8, we discover that when W has been doubled, tri-box doubles 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 6 Experiments 90 
In particular, cas increases its runtime by only around one third. Recall that the 
indexical of a box in dag or box is of the form 
Xk i n ( d o m { X i ) / \ i U . . U i ) ) ？ n 
where r^ is a range which may consist of other dom (Xj) / \ {Ij. . Uj). If the 
domain of X; is disjoint from / “ .Ui, Vk will no longer be evaluated. Since this 
"short-circuit" effect is more likely to happen when W is large, the runtimes of dag 
and box grow sub-linearly with W. Similarly, the runtime of cas grows slowly with 
W because it is capable of shredding off certain paths from its DAG dynamically 
during execution when they no longer contain any solution in an efficient manner. 
On the other hand, the indexical of a triangle in tri-box, which is of the form 
Xk i n (MiriA；. .Maxfc) / \ ( k . .Uk) 
where Min^ and Maxjt are terms involving other variables or constants, cannot be 
"short-circuited" because of the absence of dom (Xi) / \ {U. . Ui). Hence, the 
number of evaluations of the indexical doubles when W is doubled, so does the 
runtime of tri-box. As a result, while dag is often slower than tri-box when 
W = 10，it outperforms tri-box when W = 20. However, dag is always slower 
than cas because dom(Xfc) / \ ( . .Ui) is computation expensive. Similarly, 
although tri-cas is competitive with cas when W = 10’ it is slower when W = 20. 
For ternary inequality constraints, the representation advantage of triangles is 
more significant. Hence, tri-box always outperforms box and dag. When B is 
small, tri-cas is even faster than cas. When B is large, tri-cas forms a large but 
loose DAG for the tiny boxes and becomes less efficient. 
Our last experiment is an application of our method to model induction [29], 
the outcome of which is a CSP consisting of only adhoc constraints. We study four 
different formulations (or models) of the Langford's problem (listed as "prob24" in 
CSPLib [25]): Ml, Ml*’ Ml n i ( J - i , M2) and M, n M�)*. Model M, is a 
hand-crafted model originally with symbolic constraints, but we turn the symbolic 
it 
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constraints into table form. Model Mi* is the same as Mi except solutions of con-
straints of the same signature are intersected to form one constraint, which we call 
constraint merging. Model Mi n i(/一i, M2) is a model constructed from model Mi 
plus constraints generated from model induction, while model Mi (1 M2)* is 
model Ml n M2) with constraint merging. For more details see [29]. 
Table 6.11 summaries the results. The column inst contains the problem in-
stances (in terms of problem size) and model contains the CSP models. Besides 
giving the number of unary and binary constraints in the u and b columns respec-
tively, we give also the number of distinct unary and binary constraints that are 
learned in columns Ud and bd. Two constraints are distinct if they have different 
sets of nogoods. N is the total number of solutions for the problem, while columns 
cas, dag, box and tri-box give the CPU time in seconds to search for all solutions. 
Variables are chosen using the first-fail heuristic. It is important to note that the 
search trees of the same problem using different constraint representations are the 
same since domain consistency is enforced in all cases. 
In this application, tri-box is significantly better than even cas for models Mi, 
Ml*, and Mi n i(尸,M2). It is because all constraints in the hand-crafted model 
Ml are disequality constraints of the form x ^ y k for different k. Such con-
straints have a high percentage of connected solutions, allowing the covering of the 
solutions by only a few triangles. In Mi* this connectedness and structure are de-
stroyed by constraint merging which removes some solutions from the constraint. 
In Ml n i ( / - i , M2), constraints generated from model induction are not as struc-
tured, but model Mi is still the backbone. The representation advantage of tri-box 
degrades for Mi A i ( / - i ’ M2)* since the original constraints in Mi are merged with 
the unstructured constraints from model induction. 











































































































































































































































































































































There is interest in determining less expensive methods for building propagators 
for adhoc constraints. The first step in this direction was the automatic generation 
of propagation rules pioneered by Apt and Monfroy [9]. Propagation (and sim-
plification) rules can be expressed in constraint handling rules (CHRs) [24]. They 
represent an adhoc constraint as a set of simple rules of the form xi = ui 八 . • • 八 = 
^ y ^ a such that rule consistency, which is weaker than domain consistency, 
is achieved. These rules can be extended to G 八 … 八 G — y a，such 
that domain consistency is achieved. They propose two algorithms to generate all 
non-redundant rules for a given adhoc constraint. 
Example 7.1 For the boolean conjunction constraint a n d (X, Y, Z) , where Z = 
X A Y, they generate 
a n d ( l , l , Z ) Z / 0 . 
and(X, 0 ,Z) -)• Z 1 . 
a n d ( 0 , Y, Z) -> Z 1 . 
and(X, Y, 1) X / 0, Y 0 . 
a n d ( l , Y, 0) Y 1 . 
and(X, 1, 0 � — X 1 . 
For instance, the rule a n d ( 1 , 1 , Z) — Z + 0 will add Z 0 to the constraint 
solver, when both X and Y are assigned with 1, since Z will not be 0 in any solution 
93 “ 
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of and. Similarly, a n d (1, Y, 0) Y ^ 1 will fire Y + 1 if X is 1 and Z is 
0. • 
Ringeissen and Monfroy [33] present a similar scheme of propagation rules. 
Their GenRulesFD algorithm generates propagation rules of the form cci = vi h 
• •.八 ccn = Vn where 5 is a conjunction of equality or membership constraints 
(y e S). Via unification in finite algebra, Vk can be a free constant that represents 
any domain value of Xk. Neither scheme allows users to decide the form of the 
rules. 
Apt and Monfroy，s work is extended by Abdennadher and Rigotti [4]. They de-
velop the RULEMINER algorithm, which generates all non-redundant propagation 
rules based on a set of user-defined predicates. They later develop the PROPMINER 
[5’ 7] algorithm, which allows constraint predicates defined by a constraint logic 
program as well. 
Example 7.2 Together with the user-defined negation constraint n e g (X ,NotX) 
and the atomic constraint X = Y, the RULEMINER algorithm generates the fol-
lowing rules for a n d (X, Y, Z): 
a n d ( X , Y , Z ) , neg(X,Y) Z = 0 . 
‘ a n d ( X , Y , Z ) , neg{Y,X) Z = 0. 
a n d ( X , Y , Z ) , neg (X,Z) Z = 0, Y = Z. 
a n d ( X , Y , Z ) , neg(Z ,X) — X = 1, Y = Z. . 
and(X,Y,Z), neg(Y,Z) X = Z . 
a n d ( X , Y , Z ) , n e g ( Z , Y � — X = Z. 
For instance, the first rule will fire Z = 0 when Y is the negation of X. • 
Since the constraints added by the propagation rules lead to computation and 
memory overhead, they develop the GENSIMPRULES [6] algorithm that transforms 
a set of propagation rules into simplification rules. The overhead is removed be-
cause simplification rules rewrite the original set of constraints by the simplified 
ones. 
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Although propagation rules are high-level and expressive, we cannot apply them 
to other non-rule-based constraint solving systems. This limitation motivated us to 
develop a new language-independent representation for adhoc constraints. 
Indexicals are powerful, and efficient language to define constraint propagation. 
Dao et al. [21] propose a framework and two algorithms to leam indexical operators 
(a subset of the indexical operators available in GNU Prolog [23]) that achieve 
bounds-consistency for adhoc constraints. To further reduce the search space, the 
indexicals are limited to particular combinations and templates, only coefficients are 
adjusted. They require that the indexicals must not delete a solution of the original 
constraint, and at the same time they try to minimize the cases that a nogood is 
wrongly classified as a solution. Under this formulation, the output indexicals are 
correct (i.e. they will not remove a solution), but may be incomplete (i.e. they may 
not detect all nogoods). 
Example 7.3 The returned indexicals for a n d (X, Y, Z) are 
X i n min(Z) . . l - m i n ( Y ) +min(Y) *max(Z) 
Y i n min(Z) . . l - m i n ( X ) + m i n ( X ) *max(Z) 
Z i n min(X) *min(Y) . .max(X) *max(Y) 
For instance, when X is assigned with 0，the domain of Y is unchanged, while Z is 
bounded to 0. 口 
Our box constraint collection, however, is guaranteed to be correct, complete 
and achieves domain consistency, which is stronger than bounds consistency. 
Bartak [10] gives an efficient consistency algorithm as the basis of the imple-
mentation of a binary tabled constraint by clustering the tuples into boxes. Un-
like r e l a t i o n / 3 (the built-in binary tabled constraint in SICStus Prolog [3]), 
their tabled constraint allows infinite domains. They claim that when the adhoc 
constraints have (or converge quickly to) a simple rectangular structure, their new 
implementation is ten times faster than r e l a t i o n . 
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Example 7.4 The adhoc constraint over a i^, X2 and X3 with the solutions {(1,1,2), 
(1,1,3)，(2,1,2), (2,1,3), (1,3,2), (1,3,3)，（1,4,2)，(1,4,3), (2,3,2), (2,3,3), (2,4,2), 
(2,4,3), (5,3,2), (5,3,3), (5,4,2), (5,4,3), (6,3,2), (6,3,3), (6,4,2), (6,4,3)}, can be 
represented by a table of three boxes: 
Xi X2 X3 
[1 . . 2 ] [ 1 . . 1 ] [ 2 . . 3 ] 
[1 . .21 [ 3 . . 4 ] [ 2 . . 3 ] 
[5 . . 6 ] [ 3 . . 4 ] [2 . .31 
The equivalent box constraint collection is 
1..2] X [1..1] X [2..3] true 
V [ 1 . . 2 ] X [ 3 . . 4 ] X [ 2 . . 3 ] true 
V [ 5 . . 6 ] X [ 3 . . 4 ] X [ 2 . . 3 ] true 
• 
SICStus Prolog introduced in release 3.9.0 a new constraint, c a s e [3，11], 
which encodes the solutions of an arbitrary n-ary adhoc constraint as a directed 
acyclic graph (DAG). Users can define the level of consistency that c a s e achieves. 
However, unlike other approaches, there is no built-in procedure to encode the so-
lutions into a DAG. 
Example 7.5 The DAG representation of the adhoc constraint in the previous ex-
ample is equivalent to the table 
XI X2 0：3 
[1..1] 
[1..2] r � [2..31 
5 . . 6 
• 
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Unlike both Bartak's work and the c a s e constraint which encode the solutions 
of an adhoc constraint in form of a compressed table, our box constraint collection 
is symbolic and has no theoretical restriction on the shapes of its box constraints. 
We also develop the bccFinder algorithm to generate a box constraint collection 




In this chapter, we give our contributions and outline future directions of research. 
8.1 Contributions 
The contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows. First, we have proposed 
a new language-independent representation, the box constraint collection, for adhoc 
constraints. With constructive disjunction, our new representation achieves domain 
consistency if all constraints inside the collection do. We demonstrate that trian-
gles and rectangular boxes are good tiles. Second, we have developed an efficient 
greedy algorithm, bccFinder, to compute the box constraint collection of an ad-
hoc constraint. It creates simple and compact representations of adhoc constraints, 
in a reasonable amount of time. Third, we have presented how to implement box 
constraint collections as indexicals. We have proposed several optimization tech-
niques to simplify the indexicals. We have also suggested a hybrid approach which 
represents triangles with indexicals and rectangular boxes with c a s e . This demon-
strates the use of indexicals for implementing constructive disjunction. Experiments 
have confirmed that our implementation of box constraint collections is efficient and 
competitive with the built-in c a s e constraint for random convex hull and non-linear 
inequality constraints, and outperforms c a s e on Langford's Problem. 
Our work on box constraint collection and bccFinder algorithm moves a step 
98 “ 
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towards a user-friendly constraint system, suggested by Montanari and Rossi [31], 
which helps users to formulate their real-life problems. 
8.2 Future Work 
With constructive disjunction, a box constraint collection enforces domain consis-
tency when every constraint inside does. There is no theoretical restriction on the 
choices of box constraints. Triangles and rectangular boxes have been used because 
they are easy to represent and find, and execute efficiently. It is interesting to inves-
tigate box constraints of other shapes represented by, say, non-linear inequalities. 
Less box constraints would then be needed to represent an adhoc constraint. 
Besides, the following two weaknesses of the bccFinder algorithm have to be 
tackled. First, it is slow because solving for the coefficients of a box constraint 
(template) is generally difficult. Backtracking during the box constraint enlarge-
ment and repeatedly iterating over the solution set are also time-consuming. These 
limit the application of box constraint collections to low arity adhoc constraints and 
simple templates. Another drawback of the greedy approach is that, usually tiny 
(or unit) boxes, which cannot be implemented efficiently, are generated towards the 
end of the generation process when the number of uncovered solutions is small. Our 
experiments reveal that the number of these tiny boxes affects the BCC execution 
efficiency. • 
Finally, box constraint collections can be implemented in other ways than index-
icals. For binary constraints represented as boxes only (no triangles), Bartak [10] 
gives an efficient domain consistency algorithm. For the more general case, an im-
plementation similar to the c a s e constraint seems quite plausible. For instance, 
a global implementation allows us to remove triangles and boxes which no longer 
cover any solutions from a collection, or to detect whether a box constraint has been 
entailed during execution. 
We conjecture that the difference in performance between cas and dag is mainly 
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because the cas implementation propagates on all variables at the same time in the 
consistency algorithm, while the indexical representation runs each indexical one 
after another. Worse, in the indexical representations (dag, box, and tri-box), when 
the indexical reduces the domain of Xi because of a change in Xj, then all the in-
dexicals are re-executed since Xi has changed. But this re-execution can never find 
new information. The re-execution does not occur using c a s e . Implementing a 
BCC constraint as a global constraint (like the c a s e constraint) could avoid these 
overheads, and should lead to similar speedups (dag/cas) over the indexical repre-
sentation. 
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